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Abstract
As feature sizes scale toward atomic limits, parameter variation continues to increase, leading to
increased margins in both delay and energy. Parameter variation both slows down devices and causes
devices to fail. For applications that require high performance, the possibility of very slow devices
on critical paths forces designers to reduce clock speed in order to meet timing. For an important
and emerging class of applications that target energy-minimal operation at the cost of delay, the
impact of variation-induced defects at very low voltages mandates the sizing up of transistors and
operation at higher voltages to maintain functionality.
With post-fabrication configurability, FPGAs have the opportunity to self-measure the impact of
variation, determining the speed and functionality of each individual resource. Given that informa-
tion, a delay-aware router can use slow devices on non-critical paths, fast devices on critical paths,
and avoid known defects. By mapping each component individually and customizing designs to a
component’s unique physical characteristics, we demonstrate that we can eliminate delay margins
and reduce energy margins caused by variation.
To quantify the potential benefit we might gain from component-specific mapping, we first mea-
sure the margins associated with parameter variation, and then focus primarily on the energy benefits
of FPGA delay-aware routing over a wide range of predictive technologies (45 nm–12 nm) for the
Toronto20 benchmark set. We show that relative to delay-oblivious routing, delay-aware routing
without any significant optimizations can reduce minimum energy/operation by 1.72× at 22 nm.
We demonstrate how to construct an FPGA architecture specifically tailored to further increase the
minimum energy savings of component-specific mapping by using the following techniques: power
gating, gate sizing, interconnect sparing, and LUT remapping. With all optimizations considered
we show a minimum energy/operation savings of 2.66× at 22 nm, or 1.68–2.95× when considered
across 45–12 nm. As there are many challenges to measuring resource delays and mapping per chip,
we discuss methods that may make component-specific mapping more practical. We demonstrate
that a simpler, defect-aware routing achieves 70% of the energy savings of delay-aware routing.
Finally, we show that without variation tolerance, scaling from 16 nm to 12 nm results in a net in-
crease in minimum energy/operation; component-specific mapping, however, can extend minimum
energy/operation scaling to 12 nm and possibly beyond.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis
An FPGA using post-fabrication component-specific mapping and an optimized architecture can re-
duce minimum energy/operation in future technology nodes by 1.68–2.95×, and can extend minimum-
energy scaling by at least one additional technology generation.
1.2 Motivation
The scaling down of transistor feature sizes during the last several decades has led to unparalleled
growth in the computational capability of integrated circuits. As individual transistors get smaller
they get faster, and more transistors can fit in a fixed area. Historically, designers have considered
performance and density to be the most important metrics driving the design of integrated circuits.
Early circuits were so limited in density and performance that almost every design choice revolved
around utilizing the large, slow transistors as efficiently as possible. For example, the Intel 4004 (the
first widely available commercial microprocessor) contained a mere 2,300 transistors operating at
740 kHz. Forty years of scaling has led to processors with billions of transistors operating at clock
frequencies of several GHz, enabling designers to have much more freedom in allocating transistors.
While density and performance are still important in modern integrated circuits, in the last
decade two new metrics have emerged as primary design constraints: energy and reliability. In a
keynote speech in 2005, Intel Fellow Shekhar Borkar described how energy/power and reliability will
be the two biggest challenges facing the integrated circuit industry [21].
Energy and power have already become primary design constraints of current circuits: no longer
is it possible to deliver performance at any cost, as designs must fall within a power density or
energy budget [40]. Smaller feature sizes mean more transistors in a fixed area, but because voltages
have largely remained constant [3], this increased density translates to more power dissipated per
unit area. Increased power density leads to substantial heat generation, which may be too high to
2cool easily. The absence of voltage scaling has also limited the scaling down of energy/operation,
which limits the amount of time (i.e., number of operations) that a circuit can compute using a fixed
supply of battery energy. An emerging and important class of applications such as micro-sensor
networks [92] and biomedical sensors [103] have extreme battery and cost limitations; for these
applications, minimal energy/operation is absolutely essential.
Reliability is starting to become a primary design constraint, and will likely become the dominant
constraint for future technologies: Borkar estimated that 100 billion transistor designs in 2016 will
be subject to substantially higher failure rates due to 20% fabrication-time defects [22]. With
transistors currently sized at ≈ 50 silicon atoms long (22 nm), it becomes impossible to perfectly
control their physical structure and atomic composition, leading to defects or variations in how an
individual transistor will operate. Designing a functioning integrated circuit with billions of unique
transistors with shapes and sizes that cannot be known a priori because of these process variations
is an enormous challenge, and can lead to a significant percentage of non-functioning chips. With
every new generation of yet smaller transistors, these reliability problems will only get worse.
Unfortunately, reliable operation and low-energy computation are largely competing goals. Most
techniques that attempt to increase system reliability also increase energy (e.g., gate sizing, voltage
margining, redundancy). Consequently, current techniques and methodologies that simultaneously
lower energy/power and increase reliability are extremely scarce. Because reliable operation is of
paramount importance, designers are more often than not willing to accept higher-energy operation
in exchange for functional devices.
The motivation behind this report is to demonstrate one core technique, component-specific
mapping (and its many possible optimizations), that will enable a device to both operate at very
low energy and maintain reliable operation in future technologies. In the next section we will
illustrate the idea behind component-specific mapping with a simple example, and then describe the
scope and contributions of this report.
1.3 Component-Specific Mapping
The core of the reliability challenge in dealing with fabricating small transistors is that their exact
electrical characteristics cannot be known prior to fabrication. Fabricated circuits may contain
transistors that are either defective or too slow; additionally, a transistor that may be acceptable at
nominal voltage may slow down or fail at a low voltage. The key idea behind component-specific
mapping is to somehow measure the electrical characteristics of every transistor after a chip is
fabricated, and to use that knowledge to customize the circuit in a way that avoids bad transistors
and utilizes good ones at low voltages.
In order to do this, we require an integrated circuit that can be customized at the hardware
3level after fabrication. The majority of chips today are fabricated as application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs), meaning that they are designed for a single fixed use; transistors and wires cannot
be chosen or avoided after manufacturing. However, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are
reconfigurable devices that can be programmed after fabrication to implement any digital logic
(Section 2.1). In FPGAs blocks of configurable logic are connected via programmable interconnect,
which are simply switches controlled by memory cells. By assigning appropriate values to those
memory cells (i.e., the device configuration), any set of logical functions and connectivity between
those functions can be mapped or re-mapped to the component.
The flexibility of making connections configurable (e.g., replacing a directly connected wire with
a switch and memory cell) typically comes at a cost in performance, area, and energy. However,
configurability means that instead of relying on external testers, one can configure in situ circuits
to self-test and measure transistor characteristics in a device post-fabrication. Then, using that
information, designs can be mapped to each fabricated FPGA in a component-specific manner.
These per chip customized designs attempt to exploit the fact that every transistor is unique, and
specifically target low energy, reliable operation.
The first step in component-specific mapping is to perform a series of measurements per chip
to extract delays for every resource. Once that information is obtained, it can be used by FPGA
mapping algorithms to minimize energy under variation. To illustrate the basic idea and potential
energy and delay benefits of post-fabrication component-specific mapping, we start with a simple,
illustrative example. The goal will be to reduce the overall energy consumed by carefully selecting
the assignment of FPGA routes to resources based on the component characteristics.
Figure 1.1 shows a cartoon version of simplified, 1D FPGA organization with three logic blocks
(blue) computing functions A B C, connection boxes (orange) connecting wire segments to the inputs
of the logic blocks, and switch boxes (green) connecting wire segments to each other and the output
of the logic blocks. Programmable circular switches can be configured to connect wires and blocks
together. The wires are driven by buffers at the start of the segment; each driver has a threshold
voltage Vth which can be used to calculate the delay of the driver. The expected nominal threshold
voltage is 400 mV. However, due to process variation, only one out of the four segments has its
nominal value.
Assume our goal is to compute C = A+B within 20 ns. The outputs of function blocks A and
B must be connected to the input of function block C; there are two such possible configurations
(Figures 1.1a and 1.1b). Ignoring logic delays, to meet our timing target the maximum delay of
either path A→ C or B → C through the interconnect must take at most 20 ns. Figure 1.2 shows
the delay of a wire segment as a function of supply voltage Vdd and threshold voltage variation
σVth . We see that raising Vth makes the segment slower, while raising Vdd makes the segment faster.
Because Vth is fixed at fabrication time, in order to tune segment delays we must change Vdd.
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Figure 1.1: Component-specific mapping example
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Figure 1.2: Delay as a function of Vdd and σVth for a 22 nm FPGA switch driver
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Figure 1.3: Defect-aware routing example
For a router that is oblivious to the variation present in the FPGA, all segments have drivers
with Vth = 400mV, and both possible configurations are identical. Thus, the router may produce
the results shown in Figure 1.1a, which use the two slowest, highest Vth drivers on the critical
path A → C. Using Figure 1.2 to determine delays, we see that to meet our interconnect timing
requirement of 20 ns for this particular route configuration, we must set our supply voltage to at
least Vdd = 550mV. This yields a path delay A→ C = 20ns (with the parallel path B → C = 2ns).
If we instead give a delay-aware router the delays of each segment as a function of Vdd, it can
find the route shown in Figure 1.1b. Here, path A → C is still the slowest path, but using the
full knowledge of component characteristics, the router assigns this long connection to fast, low Vth
segments, avoiding the slowest driver with Vth = 500mV . Since the parallel path B → C is less
delay critical, the router can afford to assign it to a higher Vth, slower segment while still meeting
timing. At Vdd = 400mV , both paths A → C and B → C have a delay of 20 ns. In this example,
using knowledge of the underlying characteristics of the FPGA can reduce the voltage and active
energy consumption by a factor of
(
550
400
)2
= 1.9 compared to the delay-oblivious route. Delay-aware
routing can be tuned to either improve delay at a fixed Vdd, or achieve identical delay but at a lower
Vdd.
Delay-aware routing can also avoid defects, as defects can be easily detected in the delay mea-
surement process. We will see that defects are not uncommon at very low Vdd and large amounts
of Vth variation. Figure 1.3 shows the same example where the high Vth driver is actually defective
at low enough Vdd; delay-aware routing can detect this defect and route around it. Avoiding these
variation induced defects is critical to being able to safely lower Vdd to minimize energy.
While these simplified cases illustrate the use of routing to navigate interconnect resources and re-
duce energy consumption, it should be clear that the general idea can be applied much more broadly.
Instead of just customizing configurations for interconnect, we can perform similar substitution or
assignment for all resources (e.g., logic, memory). Furthermore, mapping based on post-fabrication
resource knowledge can be exploited in not just routing, but in placement, memory assignment,
clustering, and function binding.
61.4 Scope
Component-specific mapping is a large, challenging problem with many pieces and possible opti-
mizations. This report does not represent a complete solution, as the scope and effort required for
a working solution is worthy of several dissertations.
The most significant portion of component-specific mapping that is not addressed in depth is
the problem of measurement. While Chapter 6 does illustrate the basic strategy for performing
measurements, this work assumes that component-specific delay measurements are attainable and
available for use in mapping.
The second major problem not addressed in this work is the cost of actually mapping every
chip individually. This breaks the typical FPGA model of one-mapping-fits-all, and requires a CAD
algorithm to be run for every chip. Chapter 6 also describes this problem in more detail with
some existing, partial solutions that allow one CAD run to be customized per chip. However, these
techniques are not explored in depth here.
Additionally, this work does not attempt to address all possible sources of unreliability. Effects
such as transient errors (e.g., soft errors, shot noise, thermal noise), environmental effects (e.g.,
temperature variation, Vdd fluctuation), and lifetime failures (e.g., NBTI, HCI, TDDB, electromi-
gration) are left for future work. Instead, we focus on the phenomena that is predicted to have
one of the most important impacts on transistor reliability in near future technologies: random Vth
variation [16,47].
Finally, the scope of this work is to focus specifically on the metrics of minimum energy/operation
and fabrication-time parametric yield. Minimum energy/operation is the critical metric for several
important applications [92,103], and also represents an important, fundamental limit on the energy
efficiency of technologies. We will quantify aspects of performance and area; however, they will
primarily be optimized in so far as they can help reduce energy. Additionally, this work will not
focus on reducing power density, although low energy operation typically goes hand-in-hand with
low-power operation.
1.5 Contributions
In the following chapters, we will explore the answers to the following questions involving component-
specific mapping and make the following contributions:
• Modeling: How can we efficiently and accurately model key characteristics (performance,
energy) of FPGAs in future technologies? Chapter 3 illustrates our techniques for performing
HSPICE simulations and curve fitting to build an accurate model for FPGA circuit delay and
energy. We also document our modifications to the academic CAD mapping tool VPR [95]
7which allows us to explore a wide range of FPGA architectures.
Contributions:
– Construction of an HSPICE based device model for computing delay and energy, accu-
rate to within 10% across a wide range of technologies, circuits, voltages and parameter
variation.
– Enhancements to VPR which stabilize routing results under variation and allow for the
exploration of more detailed architectures.
• Benefits: What are the benefits of component-specific mapping? Chapter 4 details our ex-
perimental methodology and builds an intuition for the expected benefits using experimental
results without extensive optimizations.
Contributions:
– Quantification of delay and energy margins of delay-oblivious routing due to random Vth
variation in interconnect.
– Demonstration of the potential energy savings of component-specific routing.
• Optimizations: What optimizations can we perform to increase those benefits? Chapter 5
explores the energy and reliability tradeoff between adjusting gate sizes and the number of
spare resources. We show that delay-aware routing is able to use smaller, less reliable gates
to save energy, and that adding extra resources for more mapping flexibility results in even
more energy savings. We also show that fine-grained power gating is necessary to achieve
these benefits. Finally, we demonstrate techniques for LUT remapping to deal with variation
in LUTs, further saving energy.
Contributions:
– Quantification of the impact of switch-level power gating on energy.
– Quantification of the impact of interconnect buffer sizing on energy.
– Quantification of the impact of interconnect sparing (extra channels, extra pins) on energy.
– Quantification of the impact of LUT variation and subsequent LUT sizing and remapping
on energy.
– Design space exploration across all sizing and sparing variables.
– Summary of energy savings of all optimizations combined.
• Practicality: Given the large cost in measuring every transistor in every chip and performing
component-specific customization, what are the benefits of component-specific mapping with-
out perfect measurement? Chapter 6 demonstrates that with imprecise delay information (100
8Table 1.1: Component-specific mapping energy savings per optimization
Technique Energy Savings
Component-Specific Mapping (Baseline, 22 nm) 1.72×
Power Gating +5%
Uniform Interconnect Buffer Sizing +6%
Selective Interconnect Buffer Sizing +8%
Interconnect Channel Sparing +0%
CLB I/O Sparing +12%
LUT Remapping +17%
Overall (22 nm) 2.66×
Overall (45 nm–12 nm) 1.68–2.95×
ps measurement precision or 8-bit storage precision) we can obtain the same energy savings
achieved with full precision delay information. In fact, using only defect maps instead of full
delay measurements, we can achieve 70% of the energy savings obtained by full delay-aware
mapping.
Contributions:
– Quantification of energy savings of only defect-aware mapping.
– Exploration of the impact of delay measurement precision on component-specific mapping.
– Exploration of the impact of delay measurement storage on component-specific mapping.
• Sensitivity: How sensitive are these results to changes in technological or design assumptions?
Chapter 7 shows that as we increase the pipelining of benchmark circuits, the size of circuits,
and the magnitude of variation, the energy savings of component-specific mapping increase.
We also show how our results scale from 45 nm to 12 nm feature sizes and demonstrate that
energy savings increase with scaling. We further show that delay-oblivious mapping results in
a minimum energy/operation increase at 12 nm due to variation, while delay-aware routing is
able to extend minimum energy scaling.
Contributions:
– Sensitivity analysis of component-specific mapping to pipeline depth of the mapped cir-
cuit.
– Sensitivity analysis of component-specific mapping to size of the mapped circuit.
– Sensitivity analysis of component-specific mapping to magnitude of Vth variation.
– Quantification of energy savings of component-specific mapping for 45 nm, 32 nm, 22 nm,
16 nm, and 12 nm technology nodes.
Table 1.1 quantifies the energy savings achievable by each of the optimizations and situations
examined in this work. In the next several chapters we will examine these in depth.
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Background
To provide a baseline for understanding the optimizations performed in this work, in this chapter we
will summarize important, basic concepts in FPGAs, energy, and variation. We will also describe
prior work in low-power techniques for FPGAs, variation tolerance techniques for FPGAs, and
component-specific mapping in order to ground our contributions.
2.1 FPGA Architecture
To understand delay-aware routing and its potential energy benefits, it first helps to understand the
architecture of an FPGA. A conventional, island-style FPGA can be viewed as an array of config-
urable logic blocks (CLBs) connected by programmable interconnect (switchboxes and connection
boxes, or SBoxes and CBoxes for short, respectively) (Figure 2.1). Inside the CLB (Figure 2.2a),
N programmable lookup tables (LUTs) are connected together using internal interconnect. The
LUT is simply a circuit that selects the output of an SRAM cell based on the LUT’s k inputs: by
programming appropriate values in the SRAM cells the LUT can implement any k-input function
(Figure 2.2b).
All programmable interconnect is implemented using the simple, unidirectional switch that takes
several inputs and selects one output (Figure 2.3b). The circuit consists of input stub buffers for
each input that serve to isolate the switch, a multiplexer, and an output buffer that drives a long
wire segment. Each of the input and output buffers can be built using a single or multiple staged
inverters. Figure 2.3a shows how to assemble these switches into a switchbox.
With an FPGA any circuit can be realized; however, to support this programmability the FPGA
must provision significantly more resources (buffers, wires, memory cells) than those required by a
custom designed and fabricated implementation. This resource overhead costs area, performance,
and energy (typical overheads are described later in Table 8.1).
The main sources of energy utilization in an FPGA are the logic, interconnect, clock network,
and configuration memory. Modern FPGAs also consume non-negligible energy in embedded blocks
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Figure 2.1: FPGA architecture
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Figure 2.2: FPGA CLB and LUT circuits
(memories, multipliers, etc.) and in I/O drivers. Several studies have estimated the power dissipated
in each of these elements to provide a breakdown of both static and dynamic power dissipation [60,
106,115]. Each study arrives at similar breakdowns for power dissipation; Figure 2.4 shows the most
recently published results for a 90 nm Xilinx Spartan-3 [115]. Dynamic and static power charts are
shown; in this particular device dynamic power is typically an order of magnitude larger than static
power. In Figure 2.4a we see that interconnect dominates dynamic power, contributing 62%. Clock
and logic power are the next two largest contributors and are roughly equivalent at 19%. For static
power (Figure 2.4b) configuration bits contribute the largest amount of leakage at 44%, as every
n-input switch requires n configuration bits and every k-input LUT requires 2k configuration bits.
Routing and logic transistors also leak significantly. If we assign the static power of configuration
bits to their sources (either interconnect or logic), interconnect static power will dominate. Hence,
interconnect is the primary source of both dynamic and static energy dissipation.
In order to configure a design onto an FPGA, several CAD operations are performed. A user
typically starts with a design specified in a hardware description language (HDL), such as Verilog or
VHDL. The design is then synthesized into gates and mapped into a netlist of LUTs via technology
mapping. The LUTs are then grouped into clusters using a clustering algorithm, and then those
clusters are assigned to physical CLBs via a placement algorithm. Finally, the routing algorithm
specifies all the necessary routing tracks and configurations of switches needed to connect all the
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Figure 2.4: Measured power breakdown for 90 nm Xilinx Spartan-3 [115]
CLBs together.
Because interconnect is the dominant source of energy and delay in FPGAs, the assignment of
nets to routing resources is critical. Further, as future technologies will be dominated by random Vth
variation which operates at the scale of individual transistors, any successful variation mitigation
scheme must have fine-grained control over which transistors to select. For example, placement only
serves to relocate CLBs in the FPGA fabric, which will only have a very coarse-grained impact
on which routing transistors are selected for configured paths. Routing, however, allows for fine-
grained selection of routing transistors, and is the best opportunity for mitigating the delay and
energy margins induced by variation.
Hence, in this work we focus largely on delay-aware routing as our primary variation mitigation
technique. However, as LUTs still experience variation and can have an impact on total energy if ig-
nored, we perform a level of component-specific LUT mapping using delay information (Section 5.4).
2.2 Energy
Power is a significant design challenge in modern integrated circuits, particularly in microprocessors.
Using conventional air cooling technology (i.e., thermal paste, heatsinks and fans), the practical limit
of power density that can be cooled is approximately 100 watts/cm2 [101]. Total chip power can be
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expressed as:
Pdynamic = α× C × V 2dd × f (2.1)
Pstatic = Ileak × Vdd (2.2)
Ptransistor = Pdynamic + Pstatic (2.3)
Pchip =
Ntransistor∑
i=0
Ptransistor. (2.4)
We see that the power of a single transistor can be expressed as the sum of dynamic and static
power. Dynamic power depends on the switching probability α (0–1), the switched capacitance C,
the supply voltage Vdd, and the clock frequency f . Pstatic is typically several orders of magnitude
lower than the 100 watts/cm2 limit, so Pdynamic is usually the dominant factor. We can immediately
see that one simple way to reduce power, and hence power density, is to just reduce the clock
frequency f . By accepting lower performance, a given chip can always operate within a power
envelope of 100 watts/cm2. For many modern systems that are cooling limited, this is an acceptable
tradeoff.
A more fundamental challenge is reducing energy/operation. Energy/operation is the primary
design constraint for many low-power, embedded systems. While power is the key metric for de-
scribing how efficiently an integrated circuit can be cooled, energy is the key metric for circuits that
operate using batteries. To perform each operation, a circuit must draw some number of joules from
its battery; hence the joules/operation of a circuit expresses how many operations it can perform
and thus how long it can operate with a given battery capacity. Energy/operation can be derived
by the fact that power is simply energy per unit time:
Edynamic = α× C × V 2dd (2.5)
Estatic = Ileak × Vdd × 1
f
(2.6)
Etransistor = Edynamic + Estatic (2.7)
Echip =
Ntransistor∑
i=0
Etransistor. (2.8)
Unlike power, reducing energy/operation is not simply a function of accepting slower operation
by reducing clock frequency, which almost any design could accomplish. Here, we must reduce
physical parameters such as capacitance and supply voltage.
Both C and Vdd can be reduced by accepting reduced transistor performance. The current and
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delay of a transistor can be expressed as [119]:
Isat =W × vsat × Cox ×
(
Vgs − Vth − Vd,sat
2
)γ
(2.9)
Isub =
W
L
× µCox × (n− 1)× (vT )2 e
Vgs − Vth
n× vT ×

1− e
−Vds
vT

 (2.10)
Ion =

 Isat for Vds = Vdd ≥ VthIsub for Vds = Vdd < Vth (2.11)
τp =
CVdd
Ion
(2.12)
where W and L are the channel width and length, Cox is the oxide capacitance, µ is mobility, vsat
is saturation velocity, n is the subthreshold slope, vT is the thermal voltage, and Vgs, Vds, Vth are
the gate-source, drain-source, and threshold voltages respectively. The constant γ is between 1–2
and depends on the degree of velocity saturation.
Because C ∝ WL, we can reduce dynamic energy linearly by sizing down transistors (until
the fundamental technology limit of W = L = 1), at the cost of reducing drive strength Ion and
thus increasing delay τp. Alternatively, we can drop Vdd, which will reduce Edynamic quadratically,
again with a delay cost. Voltage scaling is a preferred technique for achieving low energy/operation
because of its quadratic effect.
Many circuits may need to simply minimize energy/operation at the cost of delay. For these
circuits, reducing Vdd to near zero may appear to be the optimal energy point; however, there exists
a Vdd > 0 where energy/operation is minimized [24]. With Vdd > Vth the delay of a transistor
depends on Isat and is super linear; however, when Vdd < Vth delay depends on Isub making it
exponential in both Vdd and Vth. The exponential dependence in Vdd means that operations become
significantly longer at lower voltages. As static energy/operation is expressed as leakage power
times the length of an operation (Eq. 2.6), at low Vdd static energy will increase dramatically and
eventually become the dominant source of energy dissipation.
Figure 2.5 shows the energy/operation of a 16-bit multiplier mapped to a 22 nm FPGA. We
see that there exists a Vdd at which energy is minimized. This gives a well-defined target point of
operation—we should operate at the energy-optimal Vdd when minimizing energy/operation. Fur-
thermore, note that the minimum-energy point occurs below the threshold voltage in this example
(Vth = 300 mV), as it does for most designs. These types of circuits where Vdd < Vth are termed
subthreshold circuits.
Minimal energy/operation is an important target for many designs, and represents fundamental
limits on energy efficiency for CMOS technologies. As we scale to future technologies, we want the
minimum-energy point to continue to reduce. However, parameter variation has a significant impact
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Figure 2.5: Minimum energy/operation for a 16-bit FPGA multiplier (22 nm HP)
on this minimum-energy point, and unmitigated it can increase energy/operation significantly; even
to the point where it is no longer beneficial to scale to a new technology [20]. One of the goals of
our work is to extend this range of beneficial, minimum-energy scaling through component-specific
mapping.
2.3 Process Variation
While there are numerous, varied effects that can reduce the reliability of a device over its lifetime
(NBTI, HCI, TDDB, electromigration [7, 8, 97, 111]), during operation (temperature variation, Vdd
fluctuation [23]), or instantaneously (soft-errors, shot noise, thermal noise [15, 102]), a substantial
source of unreliability in modern technologies is process variation. Traditionally, circuits have been
designed using the assumption that all transistors have identical electrical characteristics. However,
because fabrication is an imperfect process, it is impossible to have the physical control necessary
to ensure uniform transistors. Process variations describe deviations of transistor electrical charac-
teristics at fabrication time.
Slight process variations have always been present since the birth of CMOS processing; however,
it is only recently with submicron-sized device that they have begun to significantly alter the char-
acteristics of designs. Because of law of large numbers effects [33], variations on the scale of 10–100s
of atoms (2–22 nm) in a transistor were not readily apparent for micron sized devices; however, for
sub-100 nm-sized devices these variations are significant.
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Figure 2.6: Transistor layout
Process variations can be classified based on the scale in which the variability of parameters
manifest: lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, die-to-die and within die (WID) variations. Historically, large
scale variations such as wafer-to-water and die-to-die variations dominated smaller scale variations.
However, with submicron processes die-to-die variations have become more significant, and with
nanometer designs WID variations contribute the most to parameter variability [88].
Each type of variation can be further categorized based on predictability into systematic and
stochastic. Systematic variations are changes in transistor characteristics that are typically layout
dependent, and given enough pre-processing effort, can generally be predicted and corrected for [48].
Sources include mask errors, chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), optical proximity effects (OPE)
and other tool optics [48, 127]. Variations that are either too difficult to predict based on layout
or inherently unpredictable are classified as stochastic variations. Stochastic variations that can be
modeled as distance dependent or regional (e.g., lens aberrations, oxide thickness variation [12]) are
termed spatially correlated; variations that are at the scale of individual transistors are characterized
as random.
Random WID Vth variation is caused by effects like random dopant fluctuation (RDF), channel
length variance, and line-edge roughness [11,13]. RDF is the dominant source of random variation [3,
16], and arises from the injection of dopant atoms into a transistors channel (Figure 2.6). Because
the injection process is not perfectly precise, the exact number and placement of dopant atoms
will vary from transistor to transistor. This variation in dopant atoms results in threshold voltage
variation, where Vth can be accurately modeled as a Gaussian random variable. Random variation,
due to its inherently stochastic nature, cannot be predicted prior to fabrication unlike systematic or
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spatially correlated variation.
Further, as transistor volumes shrink with scaling, the magnitude of this variation will increase,
as the standard deviation of Vth is inversely proportional to the transistor’s cross-sectional area
(assuming constant height):
σVth ∝
1√
WL
(2.13)
Random variation is expected to dominate future sources of variation [3, 16]. Figure 2.7 shows
how Vth variation increases due to decreases in dopant count as a function of feature size. The
impact of this random variation is three-fold:
Increased Delay: The first impact of Vth variation is that gates will exhibit a large spread in
delays, reducing the speed of designs as the delay of a circuit is set by its slowest path. From
Equation 2.12, we see that the delay τp is dependent on Vth; larger Vth reduces drive strength and
increases gate delay.
Increased Energy: The second impact of Vth variation is that it raises energy per operation. For
a circuit operating at a target delay, to compensate for slower gates, designers are often forced to
raise Vdd to increase transistor drive strength (Isat, Eq. 2.9), increasing energy/operation.
Increased Failures: The third impact of parameter variations is the increase in functional failures
due to Vth mismatch [89]. SRAMs are commonly the first circuits to fail due to Vth variation which
causes read upsets, write upsets, hold failures, and access time failures. Static logic, however, can
also fail due to Vth variation. We can define a CMOS inverter to be defective due to variation when
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leakage current overpowers on current:
IPMOS,off > INMOS,on or IPMOS,on < INMOS,off (2.14)
Under these conditions the inverter can never switch; this can only happen when Vth variation
is large enough such that a very high Vth device is paired with a very low Vth device. Furthermore,
as Vdd decreases, the probability of a defect increases as Ion degrades for both PMOS and NMOS
transistors (Eq. 2.9) [61]. Consequently, this effect is particularly acute for subthreshold operation,
preventing operation near the minimum-energy point [26].
In general, to avoid the negative effects of random Vth variation, designers typically opt to either
increase Vdd or increase the size of transistors, both of which cost energy. Here, we can see how
energy and reliability are competing goals. Conventional design techniques create energy margins,
potentially wasting energy; this underscores the need for other techniques such as component-specific
mapping to improve reliability without inducing significant energy margins.
2.4 Prior Work
In this section we summarize prior work in reducing FPGA power dissipation and improving FPGA
variation tolerance. A large design space of CAD, architecture, and circuit optimizations have been
previously explored. We will see that a some of these techniques are complimentary to component-
specific mapping, while others are necessary to maximizing its benefit. Those techniques that are
necessary (e.g., power gating, dual Vth design) will be explored in more depth in future sections.
Finally, we will summarize the energy savings achieved by each technique. We will see that this
work attempts to dramatically reduce energy under variation by integer factors, in comparison to
most prior work which achieves typically modest energy savings.
2.4.1 Low-Power Techniques for FPGAs
Optimizations for low-power operation in FPGAs have been explored at all levels of design: CAD,
architecture, and circuits. CAD level optimizations typically operate by adapting the core CAD
algorithm’s cost function to target low-power operation. Architectural optimizations examine how
FPGA power scales as a function of standard architectural parameters (e.g., number of LUTs per
CLB, segment length).
2.4.1.1 CAD
Technology Mapping: The goal of low-power technology mapping is to reduce dynamic power
(Equation 2.5) by either minimizing the switching activity of connections between LUTs (α) or by
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reducing the total number of these connections and therefore the overall capacitance (C). Previous
work has reduced interconnect switching activity by identifying the highest activity connections
between gates and mapping in such a way that these nodes are internal to a LUT [39,62,71]. Other
work has reduced the total number of interconnect segments by limiting duplication [9], a common
technique used in technology mapping. In general, low-power technology mapping has been shown
to yield approximately 7.6–17% power savings using both switching activity reduction and limited
duplication [62,71].
Clustering: Low-power clustering operates on a similar principle as low-power technology map-
ping. Instead of covering high activity gate to gate connections within the same LUT, in low-power
clustering, the goal is to place high activity LUT to LUT connections within the same CLB, utilizing
the more energy efficient local interconnect. Lamoureux et al. demonstrated that for a cluster size
of 4, an average energy reduction of 12.6% is achievable. [62] Alternatively, depopulation (removing
LUTs from fully occupied CLBs and placing them elsewhere) has been shown to reduce routing
resource demand, decreasing both average wirelength and switch utilization [32]. Approximately
13% total power can be saved through depopulation-based clustering [107].
Placement: Low-power placement algorithms attempt to place CLBs with high activity connec-
tions between them close together. Several works have implemented simulated annealing [55] placers
with cost functions modified to reflect switching activity [46,62,116]. Each of these placers calculate
the cost of a swap by adding a power term to the existing wirelength and delay terms; which in-
cludes the switching activity of the nets involved in the swap along with their capacitance. However,
because net capacitance is not known prior to routing it must be estimated. On average, placers
without accurate capacitance estimation reduce total power by 3.0% with 4% delay cost; placers with
accurate capacitance estimation can achieve reductions of 8.6–13% with delay cost of 1–3% [46,116].
Routing: PathFinder [81], the standard FPGA routing algorithm, can be modified for low-power
routing by adjusting the cost function to account for net activity and capacitance [46,62]. The cost
of a resource is modified to include the activity of the net being routed and the capacitance of the
candidate routing resource. In modern FPGA architectures, routing resources are not identical and
have differing capacitances; hence, lower capacitance paths can be selected. Ideally, high activity
nets should be mapped to low capacitance routes. However, as in placement, power-aware routers
must be careful to balance delay and power minimization; low activity routes may end up being
critical. In fact, power-aware routers have been shown to reduce total power by 2.6% but with a
delay increase of 3.8%.
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Glitch Reduction: A glitch is a switching event in a combinational circuit that does not con-
tribute to the computation of that circuit’s final value. Glitches occur when inputs to a gate arrive
at different times, causing the gate to switch multiple times prematurely. Wilton et al. proposed
pipelining circuits to reduces glitches [120]. A highly pipelined design has fewer glitches because
it limits the number of logic levels between registers. Pipelining can reduce energy per operation
substantially (40–90%) for circuits with significant glitching at a cost of latency. Glitches can also
be minimized during CAD steps in either technology mapping [28] or routing [36]; glitch-aware CAD
has been shown to reduce dynamic power by 11–18.7%.
Summary: We see that CAD optimizations to reduce FPGA power typically attempt to reduce
switched capacitance and switching activity. Each of these techniques yields savings that would
benefit both delay-aware mapping and delay-oblivious mapping under variation, and would not
significantly change our results.
2.4.1.2 Architecture
Logic Block Architecture: Several researchers have attempted to determine energy favorable
values of k (number of LUT inputs) and N (number of LUTs per CLB) when designing an FPGA
logic block [67, 72, 91]. Changing k can have the following tradeoffs in terms of power: first, if k is
increased, CLBs require more local routing to connect all LUT input pins (Figure 2.2a), increasing
the dynamic energy of the interconnect local to the CLB. However, larger LUTs can implement more
complex functions, reducing the total number of LUTs and CLBs. Fewer CLBs mean less demand for
global routing resources, saving dynamic interconnect energy. The tradeoff in selecting N is similar:
large values of N increase CLB capacity and functionality, which increases local interconnect energy
but reduces global interconnect energy. k and N impact leakage energy solely by changing the total
area of a design—larger area mean more devices leaking. It has been shown that k = 4 minimizes
area [6] and therefore leakage energy [72]. Lin et al. examined total FPGA energy as a function of
k and N [72], finding that a LUT input size of k = 4 and smaller cluster sizes (N = 6–10) typically
use the least energy.
For this work we re-examined these results and found very similar architectural parameters that
we used for this study (k = 4, N = 4) (Section 4.1).
Interconnect Architecture: Poon et al. [91] studied the impact of segment length Lseg and
switchbox configurations on FPGA energy. A longer wire segment connects to more switches, in-
creasing its capacitance; however, longer segments should lead to fewer total switches. They found
the shortest segments Lseg = 1 are the most energy efficient.
Jamieson et al. [51] studied the effect of directional versus bi-directional switches on interconnect
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energy. In the past, FPGAs were manufactured with bi-directional switches. These switches suffer
from the inefficiency that, once configured, an FPGA only uses a switch in one direction; hence,
only 50% of drivers are ever utilized. Directional switches drive segments in a single direction,
ensuring that all drivers could be utilized. While directional drivers would seem to require more
wiring because wires can only be utilized in one direction, in practice they use the same number of
wires as the bi-directional case, saving area and improving delay [65] and energy [51].
For this work we also found directional drivers with Lseg = 1 to be energy optimal (Section 4.1).
Dynamic Voltage Scaling: Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) reduces Vdd, saving both dynamic
and static energy, but at the expense of increasing delay. DVS is useful in scenarios where a design
needs to operate at a target frequency. In these cases, Vdd can be lowered to the point where the
target is still achieved, minimizing the energy wasted on margins. The exact value of Vdd can be
different between chips due to variation and can change over time due to environmental variation;
hence, an on-chip control circuit with delay feedback is typically used to adjust Vdd. DVS in FPGAs
was examined by [30]. They use a design-specific measurement circuit that tracks the delay of a
design’s critical path to provide feedback to the voltage controller. Through this technique energy
savings of 4–54% can be observed.
DVS is one of the most effective ways to reduce energy/operation because of its quadratic ef-
fect. For this work, our main goal is to reduce Vdd but to tolerate variation. Our delay-oblivious
router effectively represents a DVS case where the minimum Vdd is found given a set of yield and
delay constraints. The delay-aware router attempts to further scale Vdd through component-specific
mapping.
Power Gating: Leakage power is a significant source of FPGA power dissipation, and is expected
to increase as technology scales [114]. FPGAs have significant area overhead due to programmability—
hence, large portions of an FPGA are often unused. Instead of leaving these unused portions to sit
idle and leak, it is possible to use power gating (Figure 2.8). In power gating a large, high Vth
sleep transistor is inserted between the power supply and the block to be gated. The high threshold
ensures that leakage through the sleep transistor will be negligible. The gate of the sleep transistor
is tied to a control bit that can either be set at configuration time (i.e., static power gating) or
during runtime (i.e., dynamic power gating).
Many researchers have explored different points in the design space for power gating granularity
in FPGAs. Calhoun et al. [25] perform power gating at the gate level; Gayasen et al. [42] use larger
power gating blocks, choosing to gate off regions of 4 CLBs at a time. They show 20% leakage power
savings and that coarse-grained power gating with improved placement achieves the same results as
fine-grained power gating. Rahman et al. [93] suggest that a combination of fine and coarse-grained
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Figure 2.8: Power gating circuit
power gating provides the best results.
In this work we found power gating to be essential to minimizing energy/operation. We used a
simple, fined-grained, switch-level power gating scheme to reduce energy (Section 5.1).
Dual Vdd: Instead of simply using sleep transistors to disable or enable blocks of logic, they can
be used to select from different supply voltages (Vdd) to power the block. Because not all paths in
a circuit are critical, only elements on critical paths need to be placed in high Vdd regions to ensure
fast operation; all other block can be on a low Vdd region to save power. Dual Vdd design has been
studied extensively in the FPGA literature [10, 41, 50, 68, 69, 73], typically achieving ≈ 50% leakage
power savings.
Dual Vth and Body Biasing: Dual Vth FPGAs define low and high Vth regions at fabrication
time. High Vth regions reduce leakage at the cost of increased delay. Body biased FPGAs are very
similar, using embedded circuitry to change the body the source voltage for regions at configuration
time, which effectively changes Vth.
Much work has also been done in dual Vth design for FPGAs [49, 54, 70, 115] with body biasing
being integrated into commercial FPGAs [66]. Similar tradeoffs exist when mapping circuits to
either dual Vth/body biased architectures or dual Vdd architectures. Critical paths must be placed
on low Vth blocks to ensure minimal delay reduction, and timing slack must be available to save
leakage energy on non-critical paths. Block granularity is important [49] and selection of appropriate
body bias voltages is important [54].
While the previous discussion of Vth and Vdd selection applies at the level of the mapped design,
it is also profitable to use different Vth devices for circuits that play different roles in the FPGA
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Technique Level Reduces Benefit Type Benefit
Technology Mapping CAD C, α Ptotal 7.6–17%
Clustering CAD C, α Ptotal 13%
LUT Input Transformation CAD Ileak Pstatic 50%
Placement CAD C, α Ptotal 3.0–13%
Routing CAD C, α Ptotal 3%
Glitch Routing/Placement CAD α Pdynamic 11–19%
Logic Block Architecture Architecture C Ptotal 48%
Interconnect Architecture Architecture C Ptotal 12%
Dynamic Voltage Scaling Architecture Vdd Ptotal 4–54%
Power Gating Architecture Ileak Pstatic 20%
Dual Vdd Architecture Vdd Ptotal 50%
Dual Vth/Body Biasing Architecture Ileak Pstatic 43%
Low Swing Interconnect Architecture Vdd Ptotal 50%
Subthreshold Operation Architecture Vdd Ptotal 22×
Table 2.1: Roundup of low-power FPGA techniques
architecture. Notably, high Vth devices can significantly reduce the configuration SRAM bit leakage
reduced without impacting area or delay [115]. Configuration bits are a prime candidate for high
Vth transistors because they constitute a significant fraction of FPGA area and are always on and
leaking. Fortunately, configuration bits are set only at configuration time and do not contribute any
delay or switching energy to mapped circuits. Increasing configuration SRAM Vth has been shown
to reduce leakage energy by 43% for a particular implementation [115]. Today’s commercial FPGAs
are fabricated with three different effective threshold voltages to reduce leakage [56].
In this work we found multiple Vth voltages to be very beneficial in controlling SRAM energy. We
utilize high Vth transistors for SRAM cells to substantially reduce their leakage energy (Section 3.1.6).
Low Swing Interconnect: A low swing interconnect segment consists of a driver and receiver
operating at nominal voltages, with the wire between them operating at reduced voltage. The
driver converts a full swing input into a low swing interconnect signal and the receiver converts it
back. With this technique the amount of dynamic energy dissipated in interconnect segments can
be reduced significantly; for an FPGA, interconnect energy can be reduced by a factor of 2 [43].
Subthreshold Design: We have seen that minimal energy/operation is achieved when Vdd is set
below the threshold voltage (Section 2.2). Ryan et al. fabricated an FPGA designed for subthreshold
operation, demonstrating a very significant 22× energy reduction relative to a conventional FPGA at
full Vdd [100]. The design used dual Vdd, low swing interconnect to reduce energy and improve delay.
Our work builds on this idea, similarly constructing an FPGA architecture targeted for minimum
energy, subthreshold operation. We explore the impact of variation on a subthreshold FPGA, and
demonstrate the benefits of component-specific mapping and architectural design space exploration.
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Summary: Table 2.1 summarizes low-power FPGA techniques, the level at which they operate,
the terms in the power equations they attempt to reduce, the type of power reduction, and the
demonstrated benefit. It is important to note that the experimental parameters for each technique
explored in prior work is very different, so the savings achieved per technique may not be directly
comparable.
This work uses many low-power concepts explored in prior work. Most importantly, we build
upon the idea of operating an FPGA in subthreshold, which yields tremendous energy savings. In
terms of CAD we focus primarily on routing for variation tolerance; we do not alter the routing cost
function to target low power. Similar to prior work, we found the energy savings to be negligible
considering the delay cost.
We leverage the work done in architectural exploration, selecting our minimum-energy architec-
tural parameters (k, N , Lseg) according to those found in prior work. Additionally, we examine the
energy impact of several architectural optimizations not explored before: CLB I/O sparing, extra
channels, and buffer sizing. We also re-examine the impact of power gating at different granularities
in detail in Chapter 5 for the purposes of on component-specific routing.
Finally, we demonstrate energy savings of 1.68–2.95×, larger than the savings shown by most
prior work in FPGA power reduction.
2.4.2 Variation Tolerance in FPGAs
To tolerate FPGA parameter variation, researchers have employed many of the same techniques
used for ASICs and CPUs. Typically these optimizations fall under statistical CAD techniques or
architectural parameter selection. To describe the impact of variation and the benefits of variation
tolerance on FPGA designs, metrics like timing yield and power yield are often used.
SSTA: A heavily researched method for dealing with variation during the technology mapping,
place and route stages of an ASIC design is the use of statistical static timing analysis (SSTA). SSTA
attempts to model variability directly in CAD algorithms to help produce circuits that inherently
account for variation. Traditional CAD algorithms do not aggressively minimize near-critical paths
since their reduction would not reduce the delay of the circuit. However, near critical paths are
important under variation because there is a probability that they will become critical. SSTA is
a methodology that identifies statistically critical paths and enables CAD algorithms to optimize
those paths. Integrating SSTA into clustering, placement and routing algorithms of the FPGA CAD
flow simply involves replacing the nominal STA routine with an SSTA routine.
FPGA CAD algorithms modified for SSTA have been studied for placement [78] and rout-
ing [58, 109]. Lin et al. studied a full SSTA CAD flow with clustering, placement, and routing
and characterized the interaction between each stage [75]. For a 65 nm predictive technology with
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3σLeff /µLeff and 3σVth/µVth of 10%, 10%, and 6% for D2D, WID spatially correlated, and WID
random variation, they observed that SSTA based clustering alone can improve µτ and στ by 5.0%
and 6.4% respectively, and improve timing yield by 9.9%. Placement improves µτ , στ and timing
yield by 4.0%, 6.1%, and 8.0%; routing achieves 1.4%, 0.7%, and 2.2% improvement. All three SSTA
algorithms combined yield 6.2%, 7.5%, and 12.6% improvement.
A critical distinction between this work and SSTA is that SSTA is used for one-sized-fits-all
mapping, not component-specific mapping. SSTA attempts to make predictions for a single mapping
that will be statistically beneficial for many different mappings. The advantage of component-specific
mapping is that it is able to customize mappings per chip, rather than estimating optimized mappings
prior to fabrication.
Architecture Optimization: Similar to finding architectural values of N and k that reduce
energy, one can attempt to find the values of architectural parameters that improve timing and
leakage yield.
In terms of logic, larger values of N and k increase the area, delay and leakage of individual
CLBs, which will hurt leakage and timing yield. However, the total number of CLBs and required
routing resources may decrease, which would improve leakage yield. Additionally, the number of
CLBs and switches on near-critical paths may decrease with larger k and N , improving timing yield.
Wong et al. studied the impact of N and k on timing and leakage yield [123]. They observe that
while N has little impact on yield, k = 7 maximizes timing yield, k = 4 maximizes leakage yield,
and k = 5 maximizes combined yield. These results are not surprising since leakage roughly scales
with area and timing yield is directly related to delay; these results largely match the k values that
optimize delay, area, and area-delay product, respectively.
Wire segmentation can have an impact on timing yield for similar reasons as N and k. For a fixed
distance net, smaller values of Lseg increase the number of buffers on the path, increasing mean delay
but decreasing variance due to delay averaging. Kumar et al. found that compared to an FPGA
with 50% Lseg = 8 and 50% Lseg = 4 segments in a 45 nm predictive technology with 3σ/µ = 20%
variation, using a mix of shorter segments can reduce both mean delay and variance [58]. They find
that architectures with between 20–40% Lseg = 2 segments can improve µτ by 7.2–8.8% and στ by
8.7–9.3%. This is in contrast to the minimum-energy segmentation of Lseg = 1.
Asynchronous Design: Choosing the right timing target to achieve high performance and ac-
ceptable timing yield is a significant concern with synchronous designs under process variation. If
a timing target is chosen too pessimistically, performance of manufactured designs will suffer; if it
is chosen too aggressively, many devices may fail. While DVFS can help mitigate this problem,
another possible technique is to design circuits that are not clocked and do not run at a uniform
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Technique 3σ/µ Vth Variation Timing Improvement Yield Improvement
Regional Random µ σ Timing Leakage
SSTA Clustering 10% 6% 5.0% 6.4% 9.9% -
SSTA Placement 10% 6% 4.0% 6.1% 8.0% -
SSTA Routing 10% 6% 1.4% 0.7% 2.2% -
Logic Block Architecture ? ? - - 9% 73%
Interconnect Architecture - 20% 7.2–8.8% 8.7–9.3% - -
Table 2.2: Roundup of FPGA techniques for variation tolerance
frequency. Instead of using a global clock for synchronization, sequencing can be performed by
using handshaking circuitry between individual gates. These self-timed, or asynchronous circuits
have been studied in depth by ASIC designers and have been explored by FPGA designers as well.
Asynchronous FPGAs have been demonstrated in [79,122] and have even begun to be commercially
manufactured [4].
If one adopts a fully asynchronous system model, the system will always work regardless of the
variability, which reduces the design burden of achieving timing closure in synchronous circuits. The
asynchronous design decouples the delay of unrelated blocks allowing each to run at their natural
speed. Nonetheless, the throughput and cycle-time of asynchronous circuits is impacted by variation,
and high-variation can prevent the asynchronous circuit from meeting a performance yield target as
well. The main drawback of asynchronous circuits is that they require some area and energy overhead
for handshaking circuitry, although energy is simultaneous reduced by eliminating the clock network
and through implicit clock gating (as only circuit elements that are performing computation are
switching). There has been no published work quantifying the advantages of asynchronous FPGAs
under variation, which may be a very promising area for future work.
Summary: Table 2.2 summarizes techniques for variation tolerance and their demonstrated ben-
efit. These techniques show that FPGAs can begin to tolerate variation by using very similar
techniques as those used by ASICs. However, none of these techniques use the most powerful tool at
the disposal of an FPGA: reconfiguration. By relying on static, pre-fabrication optimizations (e.g.,
architectural explorations) or pre-fabrication variation estimates (e.g., SSTA), these techniques can-
not fully compensate for the fact that every transistor has a unique, random Vth that significantly
impacts both delay and energy. Hence Table 2.2 shows relatively meager benefits for prior work in
FPGA variation tolerance.
2.4.3 Component-Specific Mapping
Our goal is to surpass the energy and reliability benefits quantified by prior work by using component-
specific mapping. Component-specific mapping is not, however, a new idea— several prior works
have investigated customized mapping for defect tolerance and even parameter variation.
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Defect-Tolerance: Initial work in component-specific mapping focused on defect tolerance, with
HP’s TERAMAC demonstrating the ability to locate and map around defective elements and tolerate
defect rates of 3–10% [31]. A modern day instance of using component-specific defect mapping is
Xilinx’s EasyPath program, where Xilinx tolerates defects in fabricated FPGA by matching the
resource needs of a particular design to individual fabricated components [57, 76]. Since no design
uses all of the features and resources in an FPGA, defects in the unused resources are tolerable.
Given a customer design, Xilinx simply needs to make sure that they identify particular FPGAs
where the defects do not interfere with the user’s logic. This avoids additional work to map the
design individually for each component; using design-specific testing [118] can also avoid the need
to create a map of the defects on the FPGA.
Multiple Configurations: Generation of multiple bitstreams is another way to perform defect
avoidance per component. Many possible valid mappings exist for a design when mapping to an
FPGA. To avoid unwanted FPGA resources, at a coarse granularity one could simply place and route
a design several times to produce multiple bitstreams and then test the bitstreams on the component.
If any of the bitstreams avoids all the defective devices, we have a successful mapping [80,105,113].
With care, one can generate a set of complementary mappings that deliberately use distinct resources.
This technique also avoids the need for per-component mapping and the need to generate a defect
map at the cost of performing design-specific testing. However, this scheme is most viable when
there are just a few defective resources in an FPGA; it does not scale well to high defect rates
and high variation as generation of sufficient numbers of mutually exclusive configurations becomes
intractable.
Dual Vdd and Body Biasing: Dual Vdd and body biasing can be performed on a component-
specific basis to improve both timing yield and leakage yield. In both techniques blocks that contain
critical paths are assigned either a high Vdd or low Vth to maintain performance. Because the primary
impact of variation is that some devices become fast and leaky while others become slow and less
leaky, these same techniques can be used to improve both timing yield and leakage yield.
Nabaa et al. examined body biasing for an FPGA to improve timing yield [85]. In their scheme
each CLB and switchbox is assigned a body bias circuit. They find that for a 130 nm technology
(with unspecified variation) body biasing can reduce timing variation by 3.3× and leakage variation
by 18×. Bijansky et al. studied the impact of tuning dual Vdd FPGA architectures to compensate for
variation [18]. In their architecture each CLB can choose from two voltages, with voltage assignment
taking place post-fabrication on a component-specific basis. For a 65 nm predictive technology with
3σVth/µVth = 20% random variation, they report an average timing yield improvements of 15%.
The primary drawback of these techniques is that they have limited granularity: they can only
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impact the Vdd or Vth of block, not of individual transistors. While they are ideal for region-based
variation, these techniques do not scale well with high random variation; supporting individual Vdd
connections or bias circuitry on a per transistor basis would add excessive area overhead, defeating
the benefits offered by this tuning mechanism.
Post-Silicon Clock Tuning: Component-specific mapping concepts have also been incorporated
into ASIC designs, such as the Itanium 2 processor [112]. The Itanium 2 includes programmable delay
buffers in the clock distribution network that can be configured after manufacturing to compensate
for clock skew variations. Critical path delay can also be improved—by slowing down/speeding up
clock signals to the input/output registers of a critical path, time can be borrowed from adjacent
paths (if those paths are not also critical). Algorithms for automatically tuning delay buffers such
as these on a per-chip basis is a subject of active research (e.g., [86]).
Post-e.g.silicon tuning has also been demonstrated for FPGA clock networks [109] at a fully
component-specific level. Programmable delay buffers are inserted at the leaf of the clock tree at
every flip-flop clock input. Delays are assigned by measuring certain designated paths (as opposed
to having full delay knowledge) using techniques from [104]; these measurements are then used to
predict actual critical path delays through statistical analysis. This technique improves timing yield
by 12% on average
Component-Specific Placement: Some existing work has explored modifying the FPGA CAD
flow to incorporate component-specific mapping using full delay knowledge [29, 53]. These schemes
use delay knowledge during placement to place critical paths in fast chip regions and non-critical
paths in slow regions (Figure 2.9). Every chip receives a unique placement and is then routed without
delay knowledge.
To perform chipwise placement, a variation map must be generated on a per-chip basis. A critical
assumption of this technique is that an FPGA can be divided into regions (typically sized as a CLB
plus surrounding routing resources) where each region has similar performance characteristics. Once
a regional variation map is obtained, placement proceeds precisely as in the knowledge-free case,
except instead of assigning all resources the same delay in the placement algorithm, resources within
a region are assigned a delay from the variation map.
Katsuki et al. custom fabricated 31 90 nm FPGA test chips and constructed a delay map of
each chip [53]. Under an unspecified amount of variation, they demonstrated a delay improvement
of 4.1%. Cheng et al. performed a similar knowledge placement experiment under simulation [29].
For 3σ/µ = 10% variation in both Leff and Vth, they report on average between 6.91–12.10%
performance improvement.
An important limitation of component-specific placement is the assumption that variation is
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Figure 2.9: Full knowledge placement for region-based variation
primarily due to the spatially correlated component (regional) rather than the uncorrelated, random
component. Variation in future technologies is expected to be dominated by random effects; hence,
there will a stronger effect from fast or slow individual resources rather than fast or slow regions.
Component-Specific Routing: Gojman et al. [45] perform fine-grained, component-specific
routing on an reconfigurable NanoPLA [35] using an algorithm termed VMATCH. The NanoPLA is
a nanowire based architecture that uses crossed 5 nm diameter silicon nanowires to form a PLA like
structure, with each wire crossing representing either a programmable diode performing a wired-
OR, or a FET-like device performing negation. When these two planes of devices are combined
they form the OR-INVERT function, which is logically equivalent to NAND. The NanoPLA shares
some similarities to a conventional FPGA in that both use Manhattan routing to connect discrete
clusters of logic. However, routing in the NanoPLA is done through the blocks rather than using
an independent switching network. In order to allow signal routing, the output of the OR-plane of
every block connects to itself and neighboring blocks.
The goal of VMATCH is to mitigate the dramatic amount of Vth variation present in 5 nm
nanowires. One property of circuits mapped to the NanoPLA is the large amount of fanout variation
present in the nets. VMATCH attempts to match net fanouts to physical threshold voltages, where
larger, slower fanout nets are matched to faster devices. By adding a modest amount of extra
resources they are able to restore 100% yield in a 5 nm technology with σVth/µVth = 38%.
While this work shares the core idea of component-specific routing with VMATCH, conventional
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FPGA architectures cannot take advantage of the same fanout matching properties of VMATCH.
Further, it is useful to determine the benefits of component-specific mapping on a more standard
reconfigurable architecture such as an FPGA. In addition to yield enhancement, we demonstrate
results showing delay, energy, and energy at a fixed delay improvements.
Summary: While component-specific mapping is not a new idea, this work attempts to quantify
the benefits of per-chip customization using modern FPGA architectures, predictive technology
models, and accurate models of Vth variation. Unlike prior work other than VMATCH, we focus our
efforts on routing because of the significant impact of interconnect on both the delay and energy of
mapped circuits.
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Chapter 3
Modeling
To quantify the energy savings of component-specific mapping under variation, we need to model the
area, delay, and energy of designs mapped to an FPGA architecture. The device and circuit models
must accurately calculate delay and energy over a wide range of Vdd and Vth, while the CAD software
must perform efficient, consistent mappings that can be modified such that knowledge of delays and
defects can be integrated into the mapping algorithms. This chapter describes the process used to
construct accurate device and circuit models using HSPICE E-2010.12-SP1 [2], and the necessary
modifications to add variation models, energy models, and router stability to VPR 5.0.2 [95], the
standard academic FPGA CAD mapping tool.
3.1 Devices and Circuits
3.1.1 Motivation
To model the delay and energy of a mapped FPGA design, one first needs to determine the delay
and energy of the basic FPGA circuit elements: the LUT (Figure 2.2b) and the switch (Figure 2.3b).
CAD mapping software can then take these delay and energy values and use them to perform steps
like technology mapping, placement, routing, timing analysis, and energy analysis to determine the
final mapped delay and energy of a design.
Typically, to calculate delay and energy of both LUTs and switches, a static set of SPICE
simulations are performed under worst-case process corner conditions. The CAD software then
maps assuming this uniform, worst-case delay and energy for every LUT and switch. Using worst-
case corners results in a design that performs slower and dissipates more energy than may be needed
for a particular chip and its unique Vth map.
Component-specific mappings allows for per-chip customization, but the CAD tools must know
the precise delay of each circuit element and must be able to accurately calculate energy under a
wide range of Vdd and Vth. As this work relies on simulating component-specific mapping (rather
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than using actual physical measurements from a real chip), we must develop a technique to calculate
delay and energy of FPGA circuits as a function of Vdd and Vth.
Performing SPICE simulations at CAD runtime for each of the hundreds of thousands of circuit
elements in an FPGA, with their own unique Vth values, at a particular Vdd, and for hundreds of
unique chips, is intractable. Therefore, most prior work in modeling FPGAs under variation have
taken a simple, computationally efficient approach in calculating delay and energy under variation
by using first-order device equations [74,78]. Equation 2.12 shows how to calculate the propagation
delay τp of a gate given Vdd, Vth, and a host of device parameters.
This method, while simple and fast, can result in highly inaccurate delays at low voltages [94].
There are numerous possible sources of error: inaccurate device constants, second and third order
device effects (e.g., drain-induced barrier lowering, Vth roll off), and inaccuracies in modeling the
near-threshold region of operation. Our simulations confirmed the inaccuracy of modeling low Vdd
circuits under variation with first order equations.
Instead of trying to simulate the delay and energy of each LUT and switch for their exact,
unique values of Vdd and Vth, we instead simulate these circuits across a regular, closely spaced
range of values and store the calculated delay and energy in a lookup table. To evaluate a particular
gate, we perform interpolation between simulated points. The interpolation can be either linear or
cubic, depending on which technique yields the most accurate result (typically linear interpolation is
better given the fact that interpolated cubic curves tend to oscillate on outlier points and boundary
conditions). This is a fairly standard technique for modeling gates under variation [19], but has not
yet been developed for the academic FPGA CAD flow [91]. We observe that our models have a
delay and energy prediction error of less than 10%.
The following sections will provide more details on how we simulate each of the primitive FPGA
circuits and how variation impacts delay, energy, and defects.
3.1.2 Parameter Extraction
For this work we use SPICE models from the Predictive Technology Models (PTM) [128]. Level
54 Models are provided for the 45 nm, 32 nm, 22 nm, 16 nm and 12 nm nodes, both for high
performance (HP) and low-power (LP) technologies.
The PTM models come with assigned values of nominal Vdd and predicted σVth ; however, some
key technology parameters that are unavailable from simply examining the SPICE model, and
must be extracted to accurately model both delay and energy. Table 3.1 compiles all the relevant
parameters for each technology node.
Capacitance: To calculate energy and delay we need to extract values of drain, source, and gate
capacitance for both NMOS and PMOS devices. Figure 3.1 shows the circuit used for extraction,
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Figure 3.1: Drain capacitance extraction circuit
specifically for Cdrain [119]. An input signal is conditioned through 2 inverters and then split to
inverters that drive a static capacitor and the drain of the NMOS device. The HSPICE optimization
feature is used to tune the static capacitance until the delay through the inverters driving the
capacitor and the NMOS terminal are the same. A similar procedure is used to find Csource and
Cgate. For Cgate the diffusion area and perimeter are set to zero to extract the correct value.
Threshold Voltage: To extract the nominal threshold voltage, we use the constant current
method that defines the threshold voltage as Vgs where Ids = 0.1µA × W/L. This is not the
most accurate method for determining Vth as the choice of critical current is somewhat arbitrary;
however, the exact definition of Vth is inherently arbitrary, so it is most beneficial to use a com-
monly agreed upon technique for consistency [129]. Further, we effectively only use extracted Vth to
estimate variation as a percentage for Table 3.1.
Threshold Voltage Variation: There are two primary ways to calculate σVth . The first is to
calculate Vth and then calculate σVth using a fixed percentage obtained from the ITRS [3]:
σVth = µVth × Vth Percent Variation (3.1)
The second, more widely accepted technique is to calculate a technology specific constantAvt [117]:
Avt =
√
qTox (Vth − Vfb − 2φb)
3ǫox
(3.2)
σVth =
Avt√
WL
(3.3)
The correct values of Avt are provided with the PTM models.
Supply Voltage: The nominal values of Vdd are also supplied with the PTM models.
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Table 3.1: Predictive technology model parameters
Parameter High Performance Low Power
45 32 22 16 12 45 32 22 16 12
Vdd,NOMINAL (V ) 1.10 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.85 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.65
Vth,NMOS (mV) 220 243 285 332 399 356 373 385 417 456
−Vth,PMOS (mV) 242 266 301 372 412 352 379 412 460 467
1σVth,NMOS (mV) 17.5 24.0 32.3 37.2 43.7 23.1 31.1 45.5 57.7 77.7
1σVth,PMOS (mV) 21.9 29.2 36.4 42.7 48.4 24.2 32.6 47.2 64.2 77.7
3σVth,NMOS
µVth,NMOS
(%) 23.9 29.6 34.0 33.6 32.9 19.5 25.0 35.5 41.5 51.1
3σVth,PMOS
µVth,PMOS
(%) 27.1 32.9 36.3 34.4 35.2 20.6 25.8 34.4 41.9 49.9
Cdrain,NMOS (fF/µm) 1.46 1.43 1.41 1.40 1.38 1.45 1.41 1.38 1.00 1.34
Csource,NMOS(fF/µm) 1.29 1.25 1.23 1.22 1.20 1.27 1.23 1.00 1.18 1.34
Cgate,NMOS (fF/µm) 1.08 0.97 0.88 0.82 0.77 1.18 1.07 0.92 0.85 0.80
Cdrain,PMOS (fF/µm) 1.46 1.44 1.42 1.42 1.41 1.44 1.42 1.39 1.38 1.37
Csource,PMOS(fF/µm) 1.29 1.26 1.24 1.23 1.22 1.27 1.24 1.21 1.20 1.19
Cgate,PMOS (fF/µm) 1.06 0.95 0.86 0.80 0.76 1.20 1.06 0.91 0.84 0.80
   
Figure 3.2: CMOS inverter
3.1.3 Inverter Circuit
The inverter (Figure 3.2) is the most frequently occurring logic circuit in the FPGA. Several inverters
are used in each switch (Figure 2.3b), and inverters are also used to buffer the input and output to
LUTs.
Our general simulation methodology is to determine the critical input parameters for each cir-
cuit, determine the range and interval for the values of those parameters, and then simulate all
combinations of these values. Then, using the generated lookup table we perform n-dimensional
interpolation to calculate delay and energy for arbitrary values of the input parameters.
The standard possible input parameters for simulating an inverter are as follows:
• Vdd: We simulate inverters from Vdd = 0.1–1.0V at 10 mV intervals.
• Vth,NMOS & Vth,PMOS: We simulate using Vth,NMOS and Vth,PMOS offsets from −0.4–0.4V
at 10 mV intervals.
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• WPMOS & WNMOS: For the PTM models WPMOS ≈ WNMOS across all technologies to
obtain equal rise and fall times [128]. For our simulations we simulate a minimum sized
inverter and scale energy and delay up for larger sizes.
• LPMOS & LNMOS: We use all minimum length transistors.
• Input slew rate: The rise and fall time of the input to the inverter can have an impact on
the output propagation delay. However, this has a second-order impact on delay, and requires
timing analysis that uses the rise and fall times of prior gates to calculate the propagation
delay of a given gate. Modeling slew would significantly multiply the number of HSPICE
simulations needed to build our circuit models. While slew rate can have an important effect
on calculating the delay of subthreshold circuits (between 10–20%) [77], we leave this modeling
to future work, and instead using a simple derating constant to account for slew rate.
Our final inverter model is then interpolated over our values of Vdd, Vthn, and Vthp, which
constitute approximately 500K datapoints.
Output parameters of interest include:
• Propagation delay (τp): We simulate propagation delay as the delay between the input
rising to 50% and the output falling to 50%.
• Rise and fall time (τr and τf): Rise and fall times of the output are measured between the
80% and 20% points.
• Equivalent resistance (Req): We simulate the inverter driving a fixed capacitance that is
approximately 100× the intrinsic output capacitance, and calculate Req = τp/C. Equivalent
resistance is used for Elmore delay calculations in VPR [95].
• Dynamic energy: Instead of simulating dynamic energy dissipation, we simply calculate it
from CV 2 which is highly accurate.
• Subthreshold leakage current (Isub): This is measured by the current drawn through the
power supply.
• Short-circuit current: We capture the short-circuit current dissipated by the inverter, but
it is small enough that it can be ignored.
• Gate leakage current: For the PTM models, gate leakage current is negligible compared to
subthreshold leakage current due to high-κ metal gates.
Figure 3.3 plots the delay distribution of a minimum sized FO4 inverter at 22 nm under variation
for nominal and subthreshold Vdd’s using an HSPICE Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 samples
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Figure 3.3: Inverter delay distribution (22 nm LP, 10,000 samples)
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Figure 3.4: Inverter leakage distribution (22 nm LP, Vdd = 0.8V , 10,000 samples)
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(approximately 4σ). We see that the delay spread is significant (several orders of magnitude) at low
voltages. Figure 3.4 plots the subthreshold leakage current distribution, which also spans several
orders of magnitude.
3.1.4 Switch Circuit
Figure 2.3b shows the design of a unidirectional, 3-input FPGA switch. The switch consists of an
inverter for each input (generally referred to as stub inverters, as they serve to isolate the capacitance
of the switch from upstream drivers), a flat NMOS pass transistor multiplexer, and a inverter at the
output that drives a long wire segment that may span multiple CLBs.
To calculate the delay of this circuit, we can simply use our inverter model combined with an
NMOS pass transistor model (simulated at the same values of Vdd and Vth as the inverter). It is
important to note that only one pass transistor of the multiplexer is turned on; therefore, we can
calculate the delay of this circuit as follows, where N is the number of inputs to the multiplexer:
τp = Req,INV ERTER × (Cdrain,PMOS + 2Cdrain,NMOS)
+ (Req,INV ERTER +Req,NMOS)× (NCsource,PMOS)
+Req,INV ERTER ∗ (Cdrain,PMOS + Cdrain,NMOS + Cwire + Cdownstream)
(3.4)
Figures 3.5a and 3.5b plot the delay distribution of a minimum sized NMOS passgate at 22 nm
under variation for different Vdd’s using an HSPICE Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 samples
(approximately 4σ). We see that the delay spread is significant. However, it is possible to sub-
stantially improve both the nominal delay and the delay spread of the passgate by overdriving the
gate voltage. The gate of the pass transistors in the switch multiplexer are driven by configuration
SRAM bits (Figure 2.3b), which can be engineered to output a higher voltage. Figures 3.5c and 3.5d
show the same NMOS pass gate delay distribution with the gate overdriven by 50%. We see a much
smaller delay spread, and therefore the multiplexer delay becomes less significant than the delay of
the inverter driving a wire segment under variation.
3.1.5 LUT Circuit
Figure 2.2b shows the design of a 3-input LUT. The circuit consists of 2-to-1 pass transistor mul-
tiplexers connected in a tree. To calculate the delay of this circuit, we create a delay model for
the primitive 2-to-1 pass transistor multiplexer shown in Figure 3.6. We characterize the delay of
this circuit as a function of Vdd, Vth,NMOS1, and Vth,NMOS2 (with the same values as our inverter
model). As the inputs to the pass transistor gates are driven by signals and not SRAMs, they cannot
be overdriven like in the FPGA switch case.
Calculating the delay of the full pass transistor tree can be difficult due to Vth variation inducing
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Figure 3.5: NMOS pass gate delay distribution (22 nm LP, 10,000 samples)
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Figure 3.6: 2-to-1 multiplexer
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Figure 3.7: 2-input LUT with buffering
different voltage drops across each of the pass transistors. Further, the delay of the LUT can suffer
significantly if the signals internal to the tree are not re-buffered. Increased failures can also occur
without this re-buffering. To both improve the reliability of the LUT and increase the accuracy of
our circuit model, we re-buffer after every 2-to-1 mux primitive in the LUT tree (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.8 show the delay distribution of the 2-to-1 mux (without buffer) at 22 nm under variation
for different Vdd’s using an HSPICE Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 samples (approximately
4σ).
3.1.6 SRAM Circuit
SRAMs are key circuits in FPGAs as every configurable logic and interconnect element is controlled
by an SRAM bit. Figure 3.9 shows the design of a 6T SRAM cell.
The energy and reliability impact of SRAMs can be significant in FPGAs. If we examine a
3-input FPGA switch (Figure 2.3b), we see that while the switch logic has 4 inverters (3 stubs and
one driver), there are 3 SRAM bits with 2 cross coupled inverters each, for a total of 6 inverters.
Therefore, there are more inverters leaking in SRAM configuration bits than there are in inverters
used for logic. Further, if an SRAM fails, one can lose the ability to configure a given switch for a
particular input.
However, the way that SRAMs are utilized in FPGAs differs significantly to their typical use in
large, dense, random access memory arrays, which affords different techniques to alleviate energy and
reliability problems. Configuration SRAMs in FPGAs are only written once, at configuration time.
Further, they are never read like a normal SRAM—there is no charging of bitlines and activation
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Figure 3.8: 2-to-1 mux delay distribution (22 nm LP, 10,000 samples)
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Figure 3.9: 6T SRAM cell
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Figure 3.10: SRAM leakage distribution (22 nm LP, 10,000 samples)
of word lines. Instead, the internal value of the SRAM can just be directly connected to either the
gate in the pass transistor mux of a switch, or to the drain of a pass transistor mux in a LUT.
There are several implications to this mode of operation. First, FPGA SRAMs do not necessarily
need both access transistors, and instead can have a 5T cell with a single sided write. Second, one
can engineer both the Vth and Vdd of the SRAM without regard to read or write speed, as the cell is
never effectively read and only written once. Using a higher Vth can dramatically reduce the leakage
energy due to SRAMs [115], while using a higher Vdd will allow our NMOS pass transistors in the
switch circuit to be overdriven. Third, the failure modes of the SRAM are greatly reduced (as will
be described in the next section), which will increase the reliability of FPGA SRAMs.
Figure 3.10 plots the leakage distribution of a minimum sized SRAM 22 nm under variation for
nominal Vth and for a Vth boosted by 75%, using an HSPICE Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000
samples (approximately 4σ). For the increased nominal Vth case we increase σVth proportional to
the trends in Table 3.1. We see that increasing Vth dramatically reduces the magnitude of SRAM
leakage. This multi-Vth technique is the same one that is used in commercial FPGAs [56].
3.1.7 Defect Rates
While we have shown how to accurately model both the delay and energy of switch and LUT
circuits, Section 2.3 described another important effect of variation that must be modeled: defects.
For example, given enough Vth variation, an inverter can fail to switch if the off-current of one
transistor is greater than the on-current of the other transistor (Equation 2.14). This type of defect
is even more likely at low Vdd and for scaled technologies with high variation [26].
However, this failure condition for an inverter is actually conservative. The inverter can also
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practically be considered defective if it is no longer restoring; i.e., it has a gain < 1, or it has zero
static noise margins. To model this effect, we simulate the voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) for
inverters across the same parameters as our delay simulation. We then differentiate the VTC curve
and determine if the inverter has no gain or if noise margins are violated (similar to the technique
in [61]). This provides a more accurate measure of failure.
Each of our other circuit primitives (NMOS pass transistor, 2-to-1 multiplexer, SRAM bit) is
subject to failure; however, these failures can be mitigated through a variety of techniques.
The NMOS pass transistor can fail if the threshold voltage varies enough that the transistor
can no longer be turned on properly. However, we saw that the pass transistor can have its gate
overdriven, which will reduce this failure rate as a higher gate voltage will turn on a transistor with
a higher Vth due to variation.
The 2-to-1 multiplexer can fail just like the NMOS pass transistor, but here we cannot overdrive
the gate terminals. Therefore, when switching the select bit of the mux, one or both of the NMOS
pass transistors might fail to switch the output to its correct value. However, we can observe that
the inputs to the multiplexer can only have four states: 00, 01, 10, and 11. In the 00 state, the
multiplexer cannot fail—there is no voltage will flip the output to 1. In the 11 state, the multiplexer
is highly unlikely to fail, as Vdd must be low enough and Vth high enough that the threshold drop
across the transistor will lower the output voltage enough to violate noise margins. In the 01 or
10 states the multiplexer is most likely to fail, as either transistor failing to switch will make the
gate defective. We will see in Chapter 5 that this asymmetry in failure modes enables us to perform
optimizations that will actively seek configurations of the 00 or 11 states to reduce failure rates.
When considering the failure rate of SRAMs, traditionally SRAMs have been known to have four
major modes of failure:
1. Read failure: Flipping the stored value while reading.
2. Write failure: Inability to write the cell.
3. Access time failure: Reading the cell too slowly, violating timing.
4. Hold failure: Losing the value of the cell during operation.
The most likely SRAM failure modes under variation are read and access time failures [84];
however, because FPGA SRAMs are never read, they cannot have read related failures. Write
failures can be avoided by overdriving or underdriving the input to the cell, which can be afforded
since this operation is only done once without significant time constraints. Hold failures are the
least likely of the four failure modes; however, they may still occur in FPGA SRAMs if the Vth map
on the cell is such that the cell cannot hold a proper value (one or both inverters fail).
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Figure 3.11: Primitive circuit failure rates (22 nm LP, 10,000 samples)
Figure 3.11 plots the failure rates for each of our primitive circuits as a function of voltage at 22
nm using using an HSPICE monte carlo simulation with 10,000 samples (approximately 4σ). For
the inverter we plot both the conservative and noise margin related failure estimates. For the NMOS
pass transistor we plot the failure rates without overdriving the gate; with overdriving we observe no
failures. For the 2-to-1 multiplexer we plot the failure rates 01/10 states, as we observe no failures
in the 00 or 11 states. We see that through careful design we can significantly reduce the failure
rates of all of our primitives except the inverter. We also see that SRAM failure rates are negligible,
meaning that we can ignore SRAM failures during mapping.
3.2 CAD
3.2.1 VPR: Variation and Energy
Figure 3.12 shows the standard academic FPGA mapping flow using VPR 5.0.2 [95]. Technology
mapping is performed using ABC [83], followed by clustering with T-VPack [95], and placement and
routing both using VPR.
We modify VPR to integrate our HSPICE device and circuit models to calculate both delay and
energy as a function of Vdd and Vth variation. Prior work has integrated both variation [74] and
energy [91] models into VPR. However, the variation models used simple device equations that are
inaccurate for large amounts of Vth variation and low Vdd , and at the time of this work the energy
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Figure 3.12: Standard FPGA mapping CAD flow
models only existed for VPR 4.0, which utilized older, bi-directional interconnect. However, we
leverage some prior work in computing FPGA dynamic energy by calculating switching activity (α in
Eq. 2.5) using the ACE 2.0 switching activity estimator [63] with random (50%) input probabilities.
With variation enabled, every transistor is assigned a randomly generated Vth sampled from a
Gaussian distribution. Routing can either be performed using full knowledge of actual circuit delays
or no knowledge. The no knowledge, delay-oblivious case can then be evaluated post-route based on
the actual delays. While we modify VPR to measure energy, we do not change VPR’s cost function
to target energy minimization—we simply provide the router with delay information.
3.2.2 Timing-Target Routing
The routing algorithm used in VPR 5.0.2 (and in all modern FPGA CAD software) is PathFinder [99].
PathFinder is known to introduce experimental noise by producing inconsistent results in routing.
Rubin et al. [99] showed that innocuous perturbations of initial conditions can cause critical path
delays to vary over ranges of 17–110%, and that it is not uncommon for VPR/PathFinder to settle
for solutions that are >33% slower than necessary. This is for a standard architecture at nominal
Vdd and no Vth variation.
Figure 3.13 demonstrates this effect, plotting the ratio of the routed delay of two architectures
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Figure 3.13: Percent delay improvement for faster-wire architecture over uniform architecture for
the Toronto20 benchmarks [99]
across a series of benchmarks. The first architecture is the standard 4 × 4 cluster architecture
distributed with VPR. The second architecture is identical to the first except half of the wires are
faster by a trivial amount, which should only result in mapped designs being 0.5% faster. However,
we see a range of delay changes from −34% to +15%.
This effect is greatly magnified when mapping to resources that each have different delays;
moreover, with high variation and low Vdd these delays can vary by several orders of magnitude.
Algorithm 1: Delay Target Search [99]
Tcurrent=CongestionObliviousRoute;
max = min = Tcurrent ; /* Initial lower bound */
repeat /* Find initial upper bound */
max *= 2;
until try route(max);
stage=0;
repeat /* Refine */
retry = 0;
stage++;
success=false;
repeat
Ttarget = (max+min)/2;
if ((Tcurrent = try route(Ttarget))!=FAIL) then
Ttarget+ = (max− Ttarget)/1000;
success=true;
until retry++ ¿= retries or success ;
if success then
max = Tcurrent
else
min = Ttarget
until max <= min ∗ (1 + target precision)
or stage >= max stages;
To minimize router noise we use the timing-targeted router modification to PathFinder proposed
by Rubin et al. The conventional PathFinder algorithm attempts to resolve congestion while mini-
mizing delay by cyclically routing nets and ripping up prior routes, with each route being performed
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by a least-cost routing function. The cost of a resource n is:
αij × dn + (1− αij)× (bn + hn,t)× pn (3.5)
Where αij is criticality of net i → j, dn is the delay of the resource, bn is the base cost of the
resource, hn,t is the congestion history of the resource, and pn is the pressure factor. To succeed,
PathFinder must balance the congestion cost bn+hn,t with the delay cost dn by using the criticality
factor αij , which can prove to be difficult, resulting in routes with unnecessarily high delays.
Instead of simultaneously trying to minimize congestion and delay, the timing-target algorithm
simply changes the heuristic in PathFinder from an optimization problem to a decision problem.
Algorithm 1 shows the timing-target algorithm. Here, each routing step attempts resolve congestion
at a target delay—if a valid route is not found, a slower delay is attempted. The outer loop of the
algorithm performs a binary search on the target delay in order to minimize the final routed delay.
We cannot overstate the importance of making this change to VPR when routing with Vth
variation at low Vdd.
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Chapter 4
Delay-aware Routing
In this chapter we will provide baseline results that demonstrate the delay and energy benefits
of component-specific mapping. Specifically, we will focus on delay-aware versus delay-oblivious
routing. We will quantify the delay and energy margins induced by variation and routing oblivious
to delays, and quantify by how much those margins can be reduced through delay-aware routing. In
the following chapters we will build our extensive optimizations upon this baseline comparison.
One important note is that this chapter and most of the following sections will only focus on the
impact of variation in interconnect. As interconnect is the dominant source of area, delay, and energy
in an FPGA, random Vth variation most impacts switches and routing. Hence, we primarily explore
using delay-aware routing to intelligently assign interconnect resources. Section 5.4 will separately
quantify the impact of LUT variation and specialized techniques for LUT variation tolerance.
The results outlined here a very similar to those initially presented in [82]. However, several
changes have been made to our models and methodology and our results have been updated.
• Improved device modeling (higher resolution models, Avt variation methodology, inverter noise
margin failure modeling).
• Improved interconnect modeling that accurately scales wire length according to area.
• Targeted architecture parameters for low energy instead of high performance.
4.1 Experimental Setup
As previously described (Chapter 3), we will use HSPICE device and circuit models to determine
the delay and energy of primitive FPGA circuits. As this work primarily focuses on reducing energy
dissipation, we will use the low-power (LP) PTM models.
VPR provides a parametric FPGA architecture where architectural features can be tuned, and a
full CAD flow where the area and delay of fully mapped benchmarks can be measured. Section 2.4.2
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Figure 4.1: Experimental CAD flow
described prior work in determining energy-optimal values for several key architectural parame-
ters [58, 123]; we found similar values through our own internal simulations. The most important
architectural parameters of VPR used in this work include the following:
• Cluster Size (N): The number of LUTs per CLB = 4.
• LUT Size (k): The number of inputs per LUT = 4.
• Cluster Pins: The number of input and output pins attached to the CLB = 10 and 4,
respectively.
• Interconnect directionality: Unidirectional.
• Segment Length (Lseg): The number of CLBs that a wire segment spans = 1.
• CBox input connectivity (Fcin): The fraction of channel segments that can connect to the
CLB input pins = 0.25.
• CBox output connectivity (Fcout): The fraction of channel segments that can connect to
the CLB output pins = 0.25.
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Table 4.1: Toronto20 benchmark characteristics
Benchmark CLBs LUTs Min Chan Nets Crit Path Registered
Width Segments
alu4 18× 18 1296 46 866 24 No
apex2 19× 19 1444 52 1041 26 No
apex4 17× 17 1156 56 878 30 No
bigkey 27× 27 2916 26 923 21 Yes
clma 34× 34 4624 62 3486 58 Yes
des 32× 32 4096 32 1225 29 No
diffeq 16× 16 1024 32 695 16 Yes
dsip 27× 27 2916 26 704 23 Yes
elliptic 24× 24 2304 44 1615 30 Yes
ex1010 31× 31 3844 84 2979 53 No
ex5p 15× 15 900 48 669 25 No
frisc 25× 25 2500 52 1603 42 Yes
misex3 17× 17 1156 48 855 23 No
pdc 29× 29 3364 68 2378 47 No
s298 16× 16 1024 44 643 33 Yes
s38417 30× 30 3600 34 2420 22 Yes
s38584.1 31× 31 3844 36 2920 26 Yes
seq 18× 18 1296 52 994 23 No
spla 27× 27 2916 62 1975 41 No
tseng 14× 14 784 32 603 14 Yes
We compare delay-aware routing to delay-oblivious routing under variation for the Toronto 20
benchmark set [17]. Table 4.1 show characteristics of each of the benchmarks when mapped to our
architecture. The mapping flow for each benchmark is the same as in Figure 3.12. We perform
technology mapping with ABC, clustering with T-VPack, and placement in VPR.
Figure 4.1 shows the experimental CAD flow after placement for comparing delay-aware and
delay-oblivious routing. A single placement per benchmark is created for all routing experiments.
Each data point is obtained by running both routers on a set of 50 Monte Carlo generated chips
with Vth variation. The 50 chips are routed individually by the delay-aware router, while the delay-
oblivious router performs a single, nominal route and evaluates that route across all chips. We report
all delay and energy data at the 90% parametric yield point (i.e., we discard the 5 slowest/highest
energy chips and report the max delay and energy). With 50 Bernoulli trials the 90% confidence
interval for the results reported as 90% yield is 85–95%.
We configure VPR to use timing-targeted routing, and route using 200 iterations and a -max crit
value of 0.9999.
For this chapter, to establish an intuitive baseline for comparing delay-aware to delay-oblivious
routing, we use a few key optimizations that will be explored in more depth in Chapter 5.
• Sizing: All switches use energy optimized sizing for a given Vdd. This means that data at
different Vdd’s may use different switch sizes to obtain minimal energy. For example, at a low
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Figure 4.2: Delay vs Vdd (alu4, 22 nm LP)
Vdd variation induced defects may cause a design with minimum sized gates to fail to achieve
90% yield. Therefore, larger gates may be required, but at a cost in energy.
• Channel Sparing: All routes are performed at 20% above the minimum channel width
required for a congestion-free route. This is a common, low stress routing condition used when
not attempting to minimize the number of channels used [110].
• I/O Sparing: All routes are performed with 4 extra CLB I/O pins. We will see in Chapter 5
that I/O pins are highly vulnerable to unavoidable defects at low Vdd; adding spares alleviates
this bottleneck.
4.2 Delay
Our first goal is to characterize the delay margins induced by routing without delay knowledge under
variation, and the corresponding delay improvement obtainable by delay-aware routing. Figure 4.2
plots parametric delay as a function of Vdd, for nominal, delay-oblivious, and delay-aware routes
for the alu4 benchmark at 22 nm. For the nominal, no variation case, we see that delay increases
as Vdd is reduced. As delay drops below threshold (Vth ≈ 400 mV), we see that delay increases
exponentially, in accordance with Equation 2.12.
As we reduce Vdd in the delay-oblivious case, we begin to see functional failures as described in
Sec. 2.3 and shown in Figure 3.11. The delay curves end at voltages where the defect rate becomes
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too high to achieve 90% yield. At 22 nm there is sufficient variation that enough circuit elements at
low Vdd fail to switch, which the delay-oblivious router cannot avoid. Further, we see even where the
delay-oblivious case is able to achieve 90% yield, it performs slower than the nominal case. We can
see the delay margins induced by variation as a function of Vdd by comparing the nominal and delay-
oblivious curves. At high Vdd these margins are typically negligible, less than 2%. From Table 4.1
we see that alu4 is a fully combinational circuit with a critical path length of 24 segments—hence,
delay variation at high Vdd is largely eliminated due to path length averaging. However, as we drop
the supply voltage these margins increase, up to around 1.5× the nominal delay at 350 mV. Because
the delay-oblivious router has no knowledge of real delays it may choose suboptimal, slower resources
for the critical path.
We see similar effects for the delay-aware router, where functional failures occur for small switches
at low voltages. However, the delay-aware router is able to remain functional for lower voltages
through defect avoidance. We will see in the next section that the ability for the delay-aware router
to operate at less than half the Vdd of the delay-oblivious router yields significant energy savings.
Additionally, delay-aware routing produces faster routes through delay knowledge, performing
nearly as well the nominal, no variation case. In this particular case, delay-aware routing can almost
completely eliminate delay margins induced by variation.
4.3 Energy
To quantify the energy margins from variation and the savings from delay-aware routing, Figure 4.3
plots parametric energy versus Vdd. In the no variation case we observe minimal energy/operation at
150 mV. At high voltages dynamic energy dominates and is reduced quadratically by scaling down
Vdd; however, at low voltages static energy begin to increase, raising the total energy/operation. As
delay increases we spend more time leaking in a single operation.
The delay-oblivious curve shows the same functional yield issues as in Figure 4.2: as Vdd is re-
duced, the delay-oblivious router fails to provide 90% functional yield. Additionally, we see that as
Vdd is reduced, the energy gap between delay-oblivious routing and the nominal case increases. This
is for two reasons: first, the delay-oblivious case must use larger gates to obtain 90% yield, which
increases energy. Second, the delay-oblivious route is slower, which increases leakage energy/opera-
tion. In the worst case we observe an energy overhead of almost 2× at Vdd = 350mV. If we compare
the energy-minimal nominal point to the energy-minimal delay-oblivious point, we see a difference
of approximately 6×.
For the delay-aware case we also see functional failures; however, delay-aware routing extends the
range over which smaller gates can function through defect avoidance. As in the nominal case, we see
energy/operation minimize, albeit at a higher voltage of 250 mV. When comparing delay-oblivious
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Figure 4.3: Energy/operation vs Vdd (alu4, 22 nm LP)
to delay-aware, we see that delay-aware routing is able to cut the energy margin nearly in half at
350 mV, but is not able to complete eliminate it. Delay-aware routing is further able to prolong
the range over which we can scale down Vdd and still reduce energy from 350 mV to 250 mV. We
see that the ratio of minimum energy/operation of the delay-aware and nominal cases is ≈ 3×, a
reduction of 2× over delay-oblivious routing.
4.4 Energy at Target Delay
Minimal energy/operation is critical in many applications; however, the goal of most applications is
to minimize energy for a particular performance target. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the energy benefits
of delay-aware routing when targeting minimal energy operation under a performance constraint (as
opposed to minimal energy ignoring delay). For very high performance requirements (> 2GHz) we
see that there is little difference between delay-aware, delay-oblivious, and nominal routing. Low
delay routes require high Vdd, and at high Vdd the impact of variation is minimal. However, as we
begin to target slower performance constraints, we begin to see differences in energy dissipation. For
slower delay targets delay-aware routing achieves the required cycle times at a lower Vdd and hence
lower energy/operation than delay-oblivious routing. At 100 MHz we see an energy savings of ≈ 3×.
In summary, we see that delay-aware routing is able to achieve the following:
• Nearly eliminate delay margins.
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Figure 4.4: Energy/operation vs delay target (alu4, 22 nm LP)
• Scale to lower Vdd than delay-oblivious routing by avoiding defects.
• Reduce energy/operation by avoiding defects and using smaller gates.
• Reduce energy/operation given a performance constraint.
• Cut energy margins induced by variation in half.
In the next chapter we will explore how to improve these results even further.
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Chapter 5
Optimizations
The previous chapter briefly examined some of the energy and delay benefits of component-specific
mapping under parameter variation using delay-aware routing. This chapter will focus on techniques
that improve those benefits; specifically, we will focus on reducing energy/operation. By scaling down
Vdd we expect a significant reduction in energy; however, at low Vdd parameter variation will induce
defects and increase leakage energy. Component-specific mapping can help mitigate these effects,
but without the proper optimizations, defect rates may be too high to tolerate, and leakage energy
may be large enough to prevent beneficial voltage scaling. We will see that by power gating, carefully
sizing gates, adding spares, and remapping LUTs, component-specific mapping can perform even
better than our baseline case, for a total of 2.66× energy savings.
As in the previous chapter, the first several sections here will focus on interconnect, the dominant
source of energy in FPGAs, by only modeling interconnect variation. In the final section of this
chapter we will demonstrate the impact of LUT variation and how to combat failure by using LUT
remapping.
5.1 Power Gating
Section 2.4.1 described several techniques developed in prior work to reduce energy dissipation in
FPGAs. One standard technique is power gating. Figure 2.8 shows how a single large, high Vth
sleep transistor can be inserted between the power supply and desired block to be gated. This
substantially reduces the leakage energy dissipated in the gated block by taking advantage of the
stack effect that reduces the leakage current through transistors in series [87].
Reducing leakage energy is particularly important in low voltage circuits where leakage energy
can become the dominant source of total energy. Energy/operation can be expressed as the sum
of dynamic and static energy (Equations 2.5 and 2.6). At high voltages dynamic energy/opera-
tion dominates. However, as Vdd is reduced, the delay of gates and the length of an operation
increases (Equation 2.11), causing gates to leak more during an operation, and eventually static
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Figure 5.1: Energy/operation vs Vdd without power gating (des, 22 nm LP, minimum sizes, no
variation)
energy increases to point at which it is larger than dynamic energy.
Figure 5.1 shows the energy/operation as a function of Vdd for a minimum sized des at 22 nm for
the nominal, no variation case. We see that as Vdd decreases, dynamic energy decreases while static
energy increases. An energy minimum is reached around 350 mV which is just below the threshold
voltage; below 350 mV there are no energy savings from scaling down Vdd.
Ideally, we would like to continue to reduce energy as we scale Vdd. Most of the leakage energy
in an FGPA is dissipated in the interconnect and SRAM (Figure 2.4b). We showed in Section 3.1.6
because of the unique write once, static read usage mode of FPGA configuration bits, we can reduce
SRAM leakage energy by orders of magnitude by using appropriately high Vth transistors. This
leaves the majority of leakage energy dissipated in the interconnect switches. Fortunately, FPGAs
significantly over-provision interconnect to enable maximum routability [32]—in our architecture
and for our benchmarks we typically see segment utilization of less than 10%. This means that over
90% of interconnect leakage energy could possibly be eliminated by power gating.
Power gating on interconnect can be implemented at several granularities in FPGAs: at the gate
level, at the switch level, and at the tile level [25,42,93]. Tile level power gating is a coarse-grained
technique that turns off an entire tile (CLB and surrounding SBox and CBoxes) at once. While
our segment utilization is typically very low, our tile utilization is high (> 90% on average) because
VPR allocates the minimum square grid of CLBs needed to map a given benchmark. Therefore,
power gating on an architecture that is sized to each benchmark would yield minimal savings.
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Figure 5.3: Sleep transistor delay as a function of size (22 nm LP, 16-input switch circuit)
Figure 5.2 shows our scheme for power gating, where we gate at the level of an individual
switch circuit. Because gate leakage current is negligible in our technology, we can ignore gating
the passgate multiplexer, as only the subthreshold leakage in the inverters contribute significantly
to leakage energy/operation. For every switch (input stub inverters, multiplexer, output driver)
we insert a large PMOS header controlled by an SRAM between the power supply and the switch,
creating a virtual Vdd for the switch. A similar power gating scheme might insert individual headers
at each inverter. In this case the SRAM control bit for the header could be shared with the SRAM
control bit in the multiplexer, as the inverter can be turned off if it is not selected by the multiplexer.
However, sharing the sleep transistor across multiple inverters is more area efficient.
The key design decision in implementing this scheme is the sizing of the sleep transistor. Larger
sleep transistors have a smaller impact on the switch delay, as they are able to provide more current
to active inverters. However, large sleep devices require more area, which may increase energy/op-
eration by increasing the length of wires.
Figure 5.3 plots the delay overhead of the sleep device as a function of size (relative to minimum
sized switch inverters) for a 16-input switch, obtained using HSPICE simulations. Like the pass
gates in our switch multiplexer, the output of the SRAM is overvoltaged to provide additional drive
strength to the sleep transistor when turned on. We see that a sleep transistor sized to 20× yields
only a 10% increase in delay. The area impact of this device can be calculated as follows. A 16-input
switch uses 34 transistors for inverters, 16 for the mux, and 96 for the 16 SRAM configuration bits,
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Figure 5.4: Energy/operation vs Vdd with power gating (des, 22 nm LP, minimum sizes, no variation)
for a total of 146 transistors. A single 20× sleep transistor (and the extra 6 transistors for the
independent SRAM configuration bit) is therefore only a 16% increase in switch area, which will
have a negligible impact on segment delays.
Figure 5.4 shows the energy/operation as a function of Vdd for des, again for the no variation
case, but with power gating. We see that leakage energy can be reduced by approximately an order
of magnitude, increasing the range over which Vdd can be scaled down and still reduce energy. Here,
the minimum-energy Vdd is 200 mV instead of 350 mV, and the minimum energy/operation is 2.2×
lower.
To explore the impact of power gating on delay-oblivious versus delay-aware routing, Figures 5.5
and 5.6 plot energy/operation as a function of Vdd for each router using minimum sized switches.
Without power gating, we see that delay-aware routing reaches its energy minimum at 450 mV,
while delay-oblivious routing minimizes at 600 mV. By scaling to lower Vdd, tolerating defects, and
routing faster to reduce leakage energy/operation, delay-aware routing is able to reduce minimum
energy/operation by 1.72× (45%). Because at 450 mV we encounter the energy minimum, any
techniques that might scale below 450 mV would not achieve any energy savings.
However, with the addition of power gating in Figure 5.6, we can dramatically reduce leakage
and continue scaling to lower Vdd to save energy. Here delay-aware routing can scale Vdd down to
400 mV instead of 450 mV. While oblivious still cannot scale down beyond 600 mV, the reduction
in leakage has moved its energy minimum to 550 mV. When comparing the minimum energy of
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Figure 5.5: Energy/operation vs Vdd without power gating (des, 22 nm LP, minimum sizes)
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Figure 5.6: Energy/operation vs Vdd with power gating (des, 22 nm LP, minimum sizes)
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delay-oblivious and delay-aware routing, we see that power gating yields an energy reduction of
1.81×, which equates to 5% additional energy savings, since both routers benefit. However, we will
later see how to increase the defect tolerance of delay-aware routing, allowing further voltage scaling
beyond 400 mV.
One hypothesis of using delay-aware routing to reduce energy/operation is the possibility to
route faster at a lower Vdd where leakage energy dominates; by reducing the length of an operation,
delay-aware routing can reduce the total energy and extend minimum voltage scaling to even lower
Vdd. However, we see that power gating provides enough benefit that leakage energy/operation
does not dominate total energy/operation until very low (< 250mV) voltages. Instead of reducing
leakage energy/operation, we will see that the primary benefit of delay-aware routing will be defect
avoidance at very low Vdd.
The remaining results in this chapter will explore the defect tolerance capabilities of delay-aware
mapping, and all future energy/operation values will assume our power gating scheme. Because the
size of the sleep transistor is significant, from Equation 2.13 we can safely ignore the impact of Vth
variation on the sleep transistor.
5.2 Interconnect Sizing
One of the most important decisions in designing circuits is the assignment of gate sizes. Larger
gates can switch faster due to increased drive strength (Equation 2.12), are more resilient to variation
because they reduce the magnitude of variation (Equation 2.13), but dissipate more dynamic energy
due to larger gate and diffusion capacitances (Equations 2.5).
From Figure 3.11 we see that failures due to variation at low voltage can be significant. SRAM
and NMOS pass gate defect rates are low enough that they can be safely avoided. Because the SRAM
bits connected to the gates of the NMOS pass gates in the switch multiplexer output an overdriven
voltage, we can minimum size NMOS pass gates without encountering failures. However, LUT
and inverter failure rates are non-negligible at subthreshold and near-threshold voltages. Therefore,
sizing of inverters and LUTs can have a significant impact on their failure rates and functional yield.
We expect that larger gates will have higher yield and allow scaling down to very low voltages
without failure. Smaller gates will not be functional down to the lowest voltages. However, larger
gates are both more capacitive and require more area. Because we model the length of wires based
on total area, increased area means increased wire length, which even further increases dynamic
energy dissipation. Hence, very large gate sizes come at significant energy cost. The energy-optimal
gate size will balance yield and energy dissipation. Additionally, since delay-aware routing provides
defect tolerance, we expect it to be able to utilize smaller gates at lower voltages.
To explore the impact of sizing, we examine at two cases. First, the case where all interconnect
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Figure 5.7: Defect rates vs Vdd for uniform sizing (des, 22 nm LP)
inverters are sized equally. Second, the case where inverters in the SBoxes and CBoxes (both input
and output) are each sized differently.
5.2.1 Uniform Sizing
We first examine the uniform sizing of the switch circuit in Figure 5.2, which is the switch primitive
for all interconnect switches: CBox inputs, CBox outputs, and SBoxes (Figure 2.1). We will see that
the impact of sizing largely depends on the defect rates induced by variation as a function of gate
sizes; Figure 5.7 plots measured average defect rates as a function of Vdd for a variety of switch sizes
under variation for the des benchmark at 22 nm. We see that as we scale down Vdd below threshold,
defect rates increase. Below 100 mV, 100% of gates are non-functional due to Vdd approaching the
subthreshold slope. We observe that minimum sized inverters have the highest defect rate.
Figure 5.8 plots yield as a function of Vdd for various switch sizes for both the delay-oblivious
and delay-aware routers. Here, we see that to obtain our yield target of 90%, larger gates or higher
voltages are required. Delay-aware routing can obtain 90% yield with minimum sized transistors at
400 mV, while delay-oblivious routing requires 550 mV. By examining Figure 5.8 in conjunction with
Figure 5.7 we can determine the maximum tolerable defect rate for both delay-oblivious and delay-
aware routing. In general we see that delay-aware routing can tolerate defects at a rate of 1%, while
delay-oblivious can only tolerate defects below 0.001%, a difference of three order of magnitude.
To examine the impact of sizing on delay, Figure 5.9a plots parametric delay as a function of
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Figure 5.8: Functional yield vs Vdd for uniform sizing (des, 22 nm LP)
Vdd across a series of switch sizes, for nominal, delay-oblivious, and delay-aware routes for des at
22 nm. For the nominal, no variation case, we see that, at higher voltages, size 8 switches generally
provide a good tradeoff between drive strength and capacitive load, which corroborates prior work
in determining delay-optimal switch sizes [65]. The same basic delay-optimal sizing trends hold for
delay-oblivious and delay-aware routing.
As we drop Vdd in the delay-oblivious case, we see functional failures as shown in Figure 5.8,
represented by delay curves ending at voltages where the defect rate becomes too high to achieve
90% yield. As we increase switch size and hence decrease the magnitude of variation, we are able to
scale down Vdd and remain operational, down to 300 mV for 8× sized gates.
The delay-aware router also encounters functional failures, but is able to avoid defects at lower
voltages and smaller switch sizes. We see that the delay-aware router can retain 90% yield for 8×
sized gates at a Vdd that is 100 mV lower than the delay-oblivious case (300 mV vs 200 mV).
Figure 5.9b plots parametric delay for delay-optimal sizes across all Vdd’s (i.e., the composite
minimum curve of Figure 5.9a). Again, we see that the delay margins induced by variation (the
delay gap between delay-oblivious and nominal routing) at high Vdd is typically very small because
of excessive path length averaging. However, as we drop the supply voltage these delay margins
increase, up to around 1.2× the nominal delay at 300 mV. We see that delay-aware routing is able
to completely eliminate variation induced delay margins at 300 mV. In fact, delay-aware routing is
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(a) Uniform switch sizes
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Figure 5.9: Delay vs Vdd for uniform sizing (des, 22 nm LP)
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able to perform faster than the nominal case, by utilizing low Vth transistors that are sped up by
variation on the critical path. Figure 5.9c plots the delay ratio of delay-oblivious to delay-aware
routing; we see that delay-aware routing improves delay by 1.53×, in the best case.
To demonstrate the energy trends of uniform sizing, Figure 5.10a plots parametric energy as a
function of Vdd and switch sizes. For the nominal case we see a characteristic minimum energy at
200 mV. We also see that minimum sized gates always provide energy-minimal operation, which is
a well known result in subthreshold circuit design [27]. Without variation, larger gates significantly
dynamic energy and wire capacitance and are not energy minimal.
For the delay-oblivious router, we see that in order to achieve lower Vdd and reduced energy, we
must actually increase gate sizes in order to avoid defects. We see that 4× sized switches provide
the minimal energy per operation at 400 mV. Here, larger, more reliable gates are actually more
energy efficient.
Because of its ability to avoid defects, delay-aware routing can use utilize the smaller, less reliable,
lower energy gates at low Vdd without failing. However, we still see that minimum energy/operation
is not achieved with minimum sized gates— here the energy minimum is achieved with 2× uni-
formly sized gates at 300 mV. Because delay-aware routing cannot tolerate more than 1% defects
(Figure 5.7), we cannot scale below 300 mV with 2× or 4× gates, nor can we utilize 1× gates be-
low 400 mV. Nevertheless, the energy benefit of using smaller gates at lower voltages is apparent:
compared to the delay-oblivious case, delay-aware routing uses 2× smaller gates and can scale Vdd
down by 100 mV (from 400 mV to 300 mV).
Figure 5.10b plots total energy/operation for energy-optimal sizes, again the composite minimum
of the previous figure. Here we can clearly see the energy advantage from delay-aware routing, which
is able to scale Vdd down by 100 mV more than delay-oblivious routing. The energy ratio of delay-
oblivious and delay-aware routing is plotted in Figure 5.10c. At 300 mV we see a difference of
more than 2.7× between delay-oblivious and delay-aware routing; however, this voltage is not the
minimum energy/operation. If we examine the minimum energy/operation for both routers we
observe that delay-aware routing yields a benefit of 1.91×, which is a 6% improvement over the
uniform minimum size case.
In summary, we see that energy-optimal, uniform sizing yields sizes of 4× for delay-oblivious and
2× for delay-aware routing. This smaller gate size combined with lower voltage operation provides
delay-aware routing with 1.91× energy savings.
5.2.2 Selective Sizing
Uniform sizing across all switch types (SBox, CBox input, CBox output) may not be the most
energy-optimal solution. The advantage of delay-aware routing is the ability to utilize smaller gates
through defect avoidance; however, defect avoidance rates may differ between switch types. For
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(a) Uniform switch sizes
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Figure 5.10: Energy/operation vs Vdd for uniform sizing (des, 22 nm LP)
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example, we observed that the delay-aware router can generally tolerate up to 1% uniform defect
rates across all switch types. However, if the router can actually tolerate higher SBox defect rates,
we can size SBox switches down to save energy. This means that it may be more energy efficient
to size up switch types where delay-aware routing has trouble avoiding defects, and to size down
switch types that can easily be avoided.
Defect avoidance in FPGAs is afforded by the configurable, over-provisioned interconnect in
FPGAs, which enables the delay-aware router to choose between multiple possible paths from source
to sink when routing a net. The distribution and connectivity to those spare paths is not uniform
in an FPGA. For example, there are many, many possible channel segments that can be selected
for a route when routing a net from one CLB to another. There are several channels and possible
directions a route can utilize; nets even have the option of taking non-optimal, non-shortest path
routes. However, there are only a limited number of input pins that a net can use to enter a CLB. In
our 4× 4 architecture there are 10 possible input pins that can connect to 16 possible LUT inputs.
Because of clustering, these inputs are often shared, so the utilization of input pins is most often
under 100%. The number of output pins that a net can use to exit a CLB is also limited; this is
customarily set to the number of LUTs in the CLB. If the CLB is fully populated, no output pins
can be spared. The next section will more thoroughly explore impact of the number of channels and
CLB pins on defect avoidance.
First, we can observe that it may be more energy-optimal to selectively size down resources
that have more connectivity and spares, while sizing up the more important, limited connectivity
resources. To compare the impact of selectively sizing SBox switches, CBox inputs, and CBox
outputs switches on defect avoidance, we compare three cases, each where one resource is sized
up 8× while the other two resources are minimum sized. By measuring the yield in each of these
selectively sized cases, we can determine which resource has the largest quantitative impact on defect
avoidance.
Figure 5.11 plots average defect rates for CBox and SBox switches as a function of Vdd for each
of our three cases. Each case is denoted by a tuple which refers to the size of SBox, CBox input,
and CBox output respectively. For example, 1-1-8 refers to the case where only the CBox outputs
are sized up 8×. Very similar to Figure 5.9a, we see that the minimum sized gates have significantly
higher defect rates as Vdd decreases.
Because the delay-oblivious router has no knowledge of defects, we expect that changing defect
rates of individual types will be of no benefit. Figure 5.12 plots yield as a function of Vdd for the
delay-oblivious router for each sizing case. We see that each of the three cases is nearly identical for
delay-oblivious router—90% yield cannot be achieved below 550 mV. These cases are the same as
the uniform 1-1-1 sizing case explored in the previous section. Delay-oblivious routing cannot take
advantage of differential defect rates without knowledge of defects.
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Figure 5.11: Defect rates vs Vdd for selective sizing (des, 22 nm LP)
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Figure 5.12: Delay-oblivious functional yield vs Vdd for selective sizing (des, 22 nm LP)
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Figure 5.13: Delay-aware functional yield vs Vdd for selective sizing (des, 22 nm LP)
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Figure 5.14: Energy/operation vs Vdd for energy-optimal selective sizing (1-2-2) (des, 22 nm LP)
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Figure 5.13 plots yield as a function of Vdd for the delay-aware router for each sizing case. As
previously discussed, we expect higher defect rates in channel segments (SBoxes) to be more easily
avoided than CBox defects due to the larger number of spares and increased connectivity in SBox
switches. Indeed, we see that the 8-1-1 has very similar yield as the uniform 1-1-1 sizing case in the
previous section (90% yield at 400 mV). Sizing up SBox switches to 8× does not provide additional
defect avoidance because of the already exiting flexibility in the FPGA interconnect. However, we
see that the 1-8-1 case and the 1-1-8 case have slightly improved yield, achieving 90% yield at 350
mV and 300 mV respectively. Sizing up the more critical resources improves overall defect avoidance;
we see that CBox outputs are the most important resource. Sizing to 1-1-8 is provides roughly the
same yield as the previous uniform 2-2-2 case.
In general, we find that the energy-optimal selective sizing for the delay-aware router is 1-2-2
(assuming integer, power of 2 sizes). Figure 5.14 plots energy/operation as a function of Vdd for the
1-2-2 delay-aware router and the uniform sized delay-oblivious router. We see that the delay-aware
router is able to scale down to 300 mV instead of 400 mV in the uniform 2-2-2 case from the previous
section. What this means in terms of defect tolerance at 300 mV is that the delay-aware router can
actually tolerate defect rates of 10% in the SBoxes and 1% in the CBoxes (Figure 5.7)
We see that the delay-aware router sized at 1-2-2 instead of 2-2-2 is able to reduce energy by an
additional 8% when compared to the uniform sizing case. This slight increase is achieved by only
sizing up CLB I/Os.
5.3 Interconnect Sparing
Selective sizing demonstrated that certain FPGA interconnect resources (CBox inputs and outputs)
are more critical than others (SBoxes) when considering defect avoidance for delay-aware routing.
While sizing up those resources to directly reduce the magnitude of defect rates is one approach to
reliability, another approach is to make more spare resources available to the delay-aware router. In
this section we will briefly explore the impact of adding extra channels and extra CLB I/O pins on
the defect avoidance of delay-aware routing, and the possible energy benefits. The delay-oblivious
router, as expected, achieves absolutely no benefit by adding spare resources, hence those results
are omitted.
5.3.1 Extra Channels
We saw that sizing switches to 1-2-2 yielded the best energy/operation, which utilizes minimum
sized SBox switches. Sizing up only SBox switches yielded no benefit for the delay-aware router;
defect tolerance and energy benefits were only achieved by sizing up CBox inputs and outputs to
2×. This correlates to tolerable defects rates of 10% in SBoxes and 1% in CBox inputs and outputs,
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Figure 5.15: Delay-aware functional yield vs Vdd for extra channels (des, 22 nm LP)
which limited Vdd scaling to 300 mV.
Below 300 mV, minimum sized SBox switches will encounter defect rates >30%. To see if adding
more SBox spares may aid in tolerating these increased rates, Figure 5.15 plots the yield of the
delay-aware router for the 1-2-2 sizing using several values of extra channels. Unfortunately, we see
that more than 8× the minimum number of channels still does not tolerate > 30% defects, preventing
of scaling of minimum sized SBox switches below 300 mV. In general we observe that the benefit of
adding extra channels is negligible.
5.3.2 Extra I/O Pins
We have seen thus far the CBox input and CBox output switches are the critical resources with
regards to defect tolerance: selectively sizing up these switches to 2× to reduce defect rates improved
yield far more than sizing up SBox switches. Hence, we saw that adding spare SBox resources (extra
channels) did not appreciably improve defect avoidance. Instead, it may be more useful to add extra
CLB I/O pins.
The ability to tolerate only defects rates of 10% in SBox switches and 1% in CBox switches limits
voltage scaling to 300 mV. While adding spares to CLB I/O will increase the tolerated defect rate
for CBoxes, scaling below 300 mV with minimum sized switches will yield > 30% defect rates which
we have shown we cannot tolerate.
Therefore, it may actually be beneficial to re-examine the 2-2-2 sizing case, where the raw SBox
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Figure 5.16: Delay-aware functional yield vs Vdd for extra pins (des, 22 nm LP)
defect rate will be reduced at lower Vdd, enabling voltage scaling below 300 mV. Scaling below 300
mV will increase the CBox defect rate to 1–10%. Without CBox sparing we saw that we can tolerate
only up to 1% defects; here we will attempt to tolerate 1–10% through extra I/O pins.
Figure 6.4 shows the block diagram for a CLB including local interconnect and pins. We see that
adding spare pins on the input or output comes at a cost of increasing the size of the internal CLB
crossbar that connects the external CLB pins to the internal LUT pins. However, we observe that,
for our architecture, the majority of interconnect energy (>75%) is the global interconnect fabric.
This is due to the use of a smaller cluster size (4 × 4) and to the fact that more than 60% of all
energy is dissipated in long wires, which are only used in global interconnect segments.
For simplicity, we model the impact of adding equal numbers of pins to both the CLB input
and output. To see if we can tolerate the 1–10% CBox defects induced by a sizing of 2-2-2 and
scaling Vdd below 300 mV, Figure 5.16 plots yield as function of Vdd for the delay-aware router for
different values of extra pins. We see that adding extra pins enables scaling down to 200 mV where
we encounter 1–10% defect rates across all switch types. Effectively, we observe that the natural
FPGA interconnect can tolerate 10% SBox rates, while 4 extra pins are required for the same level
of tolerance in the CBox pins. By adding these CLB I/O spares, we increases the overall defect
avoidance of delay-aware routing, saving energy.
To see how much energy savings can be achieved by sizing at 2-2-2, using 4 extra pins, and
scaling Vdd down to 200 mV, Figure 5.17 plots parametric energy as a function of Vdd for the 2-2-2
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Figure 5.17: Energy/operation vs Vdd for energy-optimal sizing (2-2-2) and 4 extra pins (des, 22 nm
LP)
delay-aware router with extra pins and the uniform sized delay-oblivious router. We see that the
delay-aware router is able to reduce energy by an additional 15% by using extra pins, compared to
the 1-2-2 selectively sized case. As it turns out, lowering Vdd to 200 mV is not energy-optimal as the
minimum-energy point occurs at 250 mV. In total, we see that fully optimized delay-aware routing
reduces the minimum energy with respect to delay-oblivious routing by 2.28×, an improvement of
12%.
5.4 LUT Remapping
Thus far we have only considered Vth variation in interconnect. We have shown that delay-aware
routing is very effective at reducing delay margins and avoiding variation induced defects in inter-
connect switches at low Vdd. However, LUTs are also subject to variation, and the configuration
of LUTs are fixed during routing. Because LUT delays are a very small fraction (less than 10%)
of total delay, the delay impact from Vth variation in LUTs is minimal. LUTs however are still
subject to the same variation induced defects as interconnect switches, and require some form of
defect avoidance at low voltages to maintain high yield.
Our results so far have assumed minimum sizes for all transistors in the LUT (i.e., pass transistors,
inverters). The simplest way to avoid defects at low Vdd in the LUT is to size up these devices. As
around 80% of both static and dynamic energy are dissipated in interconnect switches and wires,
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Figure 5.18: Energy ratio of sized LUT to minimum as a function of LUT size
sizing up LUT transistors will not substantially directly increase energy. However, sizing up LUT
transistors can indirectly increase energy, by increasing area and lengthening wires. Figure 5.18
shows the impact of LUT size on the total dynamic energy for a mapped des circuit. We see that
8× sized LUTs increase total energy by 27%.
Unfortunately, we must size LUTs up to 8× in order to yield at low voltages. Figures 5.19
and 5.20 plot both defect rates and functional yield for LUTs at different sizes. We note that
delay-aware routing has no way of mapping around defects in LUTs—any failure in the inverters or
pass transistor multiplexers in the LUT will result in a failed chip. These results are identical for
delay-oblivious routing. We see that as soon as defects begin to emerge, yield drops. Thus, without
any techniques to avoid defects, we must either raise Vdd with small LUT sizes (i.e., >550 mV with
1×) or use large sizes for low Vdd (i.e., 8× for <250 mV).
Figure 5.21 plots energy as a function of Vdd for our optimized delay-aware routing results, but
with LUT variation and 8× sized LUTs. We see that dynamic energy increases by ≈ 25% due
to longer wires, increasing the gap between both delay-oblivious and delay-aware with respect to
nominal. Interestingly, we note that while delay-oblivious total energy increases by 25% because of
the increase in dynamic energy, delay-aware energy only increases by 5% because at 250 mV static
energy dominates dynamic energy. Hence, the ratio of delay-oblivious to delay-aware minimum
energy increases to 2.6×.
In order to reduce the size of the LUT, we would like to have an analog of component-specific rout-
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Figure 5.19: Defect rates vs Vdd for LUT sizes (des, 22 nm LP)
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Figure 5.20: Functional yield vs Vdd for LUT sizes (des, 22 nm LP)
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Figure 5.21: Energy/operation vs Vdd for LUT sizes (des, 22 nm LP)
ing for LUT mapping to tolerate failures at low Vdd. Recall in Section 3.1.7 we saw that for the 1-bit
LUT primitive circuit, the failure probability is dependent on the precise configuration of the LUT.
We observed that configurations of 00 and 11 do not fail at any appreciable rate. Configurations
of 01 or 10, however, fail at rates very similar to those of inverters. This configuration dependent
failure probability may provide us with some leverage to avoid LUT defects post-fabrication, at
configuration time.
Figure 5.22 shows the circuit schematic of a simple 2-input LUT under variation with a con-
figuration of 0100. As noted previously (Section 3.1.5), we re-buffer after every mux primitive to
isolate each of the mux stages. In this example each of the transistors have nominal Vth except for
the two transistors in the first mux primitive, which have both a low and high Vth transistor due to
variation. With the given configuration (01 in the first two SRAM bits), we see that with enough
variation the first mux primitive will be subject to failure. The Ioff of the low Vth transistor will
be large, while Ion of the high Vth transistor will be small; if these currents are comparable the mux
will fail to switch the output to a high enough value.
However, if we have a defect map of the LUT prior to mapping, we can potentially avoid the
defective mux primitive. Figure 5.22 shows the same circuit, but with the configuration bits re-
ordered. Instead of a LUT configuration of 0100, we use a configuration of 0001. To perform this
remapping, we simply invert Input1 (the input to the second stage of the LUT), which results in a
functionally equivalent LUT but with a different LUT configuration. Now, the faulty mux primitive
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Figure 5.23: Valid, remapped LUT configuration under variation
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Figure 5.24: Energy/operation vs Vdd for LUT sizes (des, 22 nm LP)
is assigned a 00 configuration, which we know will not be subject to failure. The 01 configuration
pair is assigned to mux with nominal Vth, and the LUT is now functional.
This remapping of configuration bits can enable us to size down transistors in the LUT as we
can now avoid defects. To perform our defect-tolerant mapping, we first determine the nominal
configuration of the logical LUTs at routing time via the benchmark netlist. Then we count the
number of 00 and 11 pairs in each logical LUT to determine how many defects that LUT can avoid.
We then match logical LUTs to physical LUTs, using a greedy matching strategy to assign the
most defect-tolerant logical LUTs to the most defective physical LUTs [34]. Finally, we explore all
possible input permutations for each physical LUT to determine the proper defect-free assignment.
If the assignment succeeds without encountering 01/10 mapped to a defective mux, the chip passes.
Avoiding defective mux primitives attached to the configuration bits will allow us to size down
the first stage of the LUT; however, later stages may not be able to be reduced in size. For example,
to size down a potentially defective mux in the second stage of the LUT, the configuration bit subtree
but be entirely 0000 or 1111 for the mux to yield. As we progress up the tree to the output of the
LUT, it becomes much less probable to find a subtree of all 0’s or 1’s. We have found that we cannot
maintain yield while sizing down gates past the first two stages of the LUT.
To examine the benefits of LUT remapping, we examine an architecture using our interconnect
optimizations and where the first 2 stages of the LUT are sized down to 2× while the rest of the LUT
is sized to 8×. Figure 5.24 plots energy/operation vs Vdd for our architecture relative to the oblivious
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Figure 5.25: Energy/operation vs Vdd for each optimization technique (des, 22 nm LP)
case where LUTs are uniformly sized to 8×. We see approximately a 8% reduction in dynamic energy,
and we see that delay-aware routing reduces energy by 2.66× compared to delay-oblivious. This is
an improvement of 17% over the case that did not consider LUT variation.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we have explored several optimizations to enhance the benefits of component-specific
mapping. These optimizations have primarily been targeted at reducing leakage energy and increas-
ing the defect tolerance of delay-aware routing. Additionally, we developed a technique to increase
the resilience of LUTs by performing defect-aware mapping.
Figure 5.25 plots energy/operation for each of our optimizations for the delay-aware and delay-
oblivious routers for des at 22 nm. We see that each successive optimization lowers the minimum
energy/operation point. The LUT remapping optimization does show an net energy increase for
both delay-oblivious and delay-aware cases, as the interconnect-only optimizations did not consider
LUT variation and the required energy increase of sizing up LUTs. However, the LUT remapping
optimization is able to reduce the energy gap created by this increased sizing. In summary, our
thorough design space exploration has led us to the following architectural design point for the
purpose of creating a low energy, variation-tolerant FPGA architecture:
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• 4× 4 architecture with Lseg = 1 directional wires: In agreement with prior work, we use
a small cluster and lut size with minimum length segments for low-energy operation.
• Delay-aware routed interconnect: To tolerate defects induced by variation at low Vdd,
and to reduce leakage energy/operation, we perform delay-aware routing assuming full delay
knowledge of all interconnect resources. This saves a factor of 1.72× energy/operation.
• Power gated switches: We use fine-grained power gated at the individual switch level to
reduce leakage at low Vdd, improving our results by 5%.
• Size 2× SBox and CBox switches: We size SBox and CBox gates uniformly at 2× for the
optimal balance of energy efficiency and reliability, reducing energy by an additional 14%.
• 20% extra channels: We route with only 20% extra channels, showing that increased channel
counts do not improve component-specific routing.
• 4 Extra CLB I/O pins: We add 4 extra input and output pins to the CLB to tolerate I/O
failures, saving an additional 12%.
• Hybrid size 2× and 8× LUT: We size down the first two stages of the LUT while sizing up
the latter stages. This differential sizing depends on LUT remapping.
• Defect-aware mapped LUT: We remap LUTs around defects to tolerate low Vdd failures
in the first two stages of a LUT. This improves our energy savings by 17%.
In total, we show that architecture optimized component-specific mapping reduces energy by
2.66×, an improvement of 1.54× over the non-optimized architecture. In the following chapters we
will evaluate this optimized architecture under a variety of different contexts, to determine both the
sensitivity of the architecture to technological assumptions, and to determine how our results change
under more practical delay measurement assumptions.
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Chapter 6
Practicality
As described Section 1.4, the scope of this work is not to provide a complete solution to component-
specific mapping. The goal of this work is to quantify the potential benefits obtainable through
component-specific mapping and its possible optimizations. The two key pieces missing for a com-
plete solution to component-specific mapping are determining how to actually perform component-
specific measurement of individual resource delays, and how to map each chip individually without
exploding CAD runtime by running a full mapping for every chip. This chapter outlines existing
and ongoing work in solving both of these problems in order to provide perspective that they are
not insurmountable.
6.1 Component-Specific Measurement: Timing Extraction
Without reconfiguration, measuring every device on a chip would be extraordinarily difficult: each
device would need to somehow be individually addressable and able to be contacted through a highly
complex tester. Testing would also have to consist of delay measurement, rather than the typical
pass/fail testing for chips today. Further, testing each of the millions or even billions of devices on
a chip would take an extraordinarily long amount of time at great cost.
Reconfiguration allows for the possibility of configurable, fast self-testing without complex ex-
ternal testers. However, reconfiguration does not in and of itself solve the problem of determining
the delay of every resource. If the goal is to directly measure the delay of every single inverter, pass
transistor, and wire in an FPGA by configuring a path through each element individually, this is
impossible. Individual circuit primitives are not addressable in an FPGA; for example, when config-
uring the switch in Figure 2.3b, we see that we cannot decouple the output driver inverter and any
input stub inverters from downstream switches. However, as the delay of a path is the linear sum of
these element delays, it may be possible to make many different path measurements to construct a
linear system of path delay equations. Then, if the system is determined, one could solve the system
of equations and resolve each individual element delay. This idea forms the basis of the technique
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Figure 6.1: Ring oscillator
of FPGA timing extraction.
Prior work has demonstrated several techniques that quickly and precisely measure path delays
through self-measurement in FPGAs. Sedcole et al. performed the first delay variability characteri-
zation of an entire commercial FPGA using an array of configured ring oscillators [104]. N-stage ring
oscillators (Figure 6.1) are configured on the FPGA, where each stage delay is the delay through a
single LUT, interconnect switches, and associated wiring. Connecting the output of the ring oscil-
lator to a counter allows us to count the number of oscillations within a known time interval and
compute the ring oscillator frequency. A nand gate can be used to enable/disable the oscillator
so the count is taken for a well-defined period of time. A ring oscillator only requires at minimum
N=3 stages. However, at N=3, the oscillator frequency may be too high for reliable operation of the
counter; in practice values of N=5 or N=7 are required. This limits the granularity of measurement
to 5 stages of LUT + interconnect delays. Although individual stage delays cannot be obtained,
individual stage delay variance can be estimated by dividing the oscillator delay variance by the
number of stages. Three separate estimates can be made and correlated by measuring the delay of
the N=5 ring, the N=7 ring, and the difference between the two measurements:
σ2stage ≈
σ2N=7
7
≈ σ
2
N=5
5
≈ σ
2
difference
3
(6.1)
Figure 6.2 shows a possible, chip-level measurement scheme. Ring oscillators are configured in
an array on each CLB within the device, and can be individually selected and controlled to avoid
local self-heating effects.
Because this measurement technique lumps together LUT and interconnect delays, it is more
useful for characterizing and isolating LUT delay variability than for characterizing the delay of
specific resources. Ring oscillators are not fine-grained enough to measure the delay of an individual
resource and are difficult to use for higher levels of interconnect. Additionally, as they do not
represent real circuits mapped to FPGAs, actual oscillator delay measurements can only be used
indirectly for component-specific mapping.
Instead of using ring oscillators, actual configured path delays which can consist of any number
of LUT and interconnect stages can be measured using the circuit shown in Figure 6.3 [124]. A
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Figure 6.4: CLB with 4-LUT, register, and local interconnect
test stimulus is clocked into the launch register, through the combinational path, and into a sample
register. The clock rate is generated by a test clock generator circuit. Conveniently, modern com-
mercial FPGAs contain clock generators with picosecond timing precision. Increasing clock rates are
applied for each test, and the input and output of the sample register are compared to determine if
the correct value was latched for the tested clock frequency. If an error is detected a status register
is set, indicating a timing failure.
With this strategy, precise combinational delays of real circuits can be obtained solely through
configuration and self-measurement. Only three cycles are required per test, and one test can be
performed immediately after another. Further, with appropriate consideration to self-heating and
coupling, testing may be applied in parallel, where status register outputs can be combined into words
and written in parallel into on-chip FPGA memory. Wong et al. [124] report full self-characterization
of all LUTs (using internal CLB paths, as in the ring oscillator case) on a commercial FPGA in 3
seconds with 2 ps precision. Arbitrary path delay measurements using custom embedded structures
such as carry-chains and embedded multipliers were also demonstrated for commercial parts.
Given this technique for precisely measuring full paths delays, it may be possible to resolved
the delays of individual circuit elements. However, resolving the delays of elements as fine-grained
as individual inverters and wires will still be impossible. Figure 6.4 shows the schematic of a CLB
with its LUT, register and local interconnect. We see that any signal using the switch at the
highlighted crosspoint must then traverse the LUT through input A. Both the switch and LUT are
comprised of multiple circuit primitives (Figures 2.3b and 2.2b), which are impossible to decouple
through different path measurements. However, decoupling down to the level of individual gates is
not necessary if signals must always pass through groups of gates together. Instead, we can try to
resolve the composite delay of these groups of circuit elements, or Logical Components (LCs) [44].
Figure 6.5 shows how to construct a graph of LCs given the schematic in Figure 6.4. With a set
of measured paths, construction of a set of linear equations, and an appropriate change of basis, it
can be shown that resolving the delays of individual LCs is possible [44].
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Figure 6.6: CYA example
Adventure novels [90], a popular series of children’s novels from the 1980s and 1990s where multiple
paths in a branching story lead to different endings, and readers often test story paths until they
find the best possible ending.
Figure 6.6 shows an example using CYA for defect tolerance for the routing of a single net
(A → B). The architecture contains four tracks, where the fourth track is exclusively reserved
for alternative paths generated by the CYA router. Routing is initially performed with the fourth
track labeled “off limits”, and a route using the first track is found. Next, the router generates
an alternative path using the fourth, reserved track. Both of these routes are embedded in the
bitstream. At load time the first path is programmed, and a simple reachability test is performed
using the first route. The test fails due a defect on the first track and the route is deprogrammed.
The alternative path is then programmed, tested, and finally configured as valid.
CYA relies on three key pieces: bitstream composition, bitstream generation, and bitstream
loading.
Bitstream composition: The bitstream is composed of a list of two point nets, each with (1) a
set of testing instructions, (2) a base path, and (3) a list of alternative paths. The CYA bitstream
format does not require changes to the core of the FPGA, including the FPGA routing architecture.
Bitstream generation: The base route is generated by a standard FPGA router, with the only
modification being to mark certain resources as reserved for later use by alternatives. Alternatives
must then be generated, and must not conflict with the base route. Mutual exclusion can be guar-
anteed by a simple strategy of reserving routing tracks as in the example above, or by generalizing
that idea to using independent routing domains [125].
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Bitstream loading: The bitstream loading process consists of four components: the programmer,
deprogrammer, tester, and controller. The programmer and deprogrammer simply set and reset the
configuration bits in the FPGA; these components require very small modifications to current FPGA
loading mechanisms (e.g., re-organizing the structure of current FPGA programming frames, and
allowing state rollbacks). The tester can leverage existing FPGA structures (LUTs, flip-flops) to
help perform any number of tests. The simplest tests would be end-to-end reachability tests as
previously described; more complex tests to determine the actual timing of the configured paths can
also be performed using “launch-from-capture” transition fault testing (e.g., Figure 6.3, [105, 118].
Finally, the controller co-ordinates between the programmer, deprogrammer and tester to run a very
simple program, test, deprogram loop.
The costs of CYA are the following: some amount of extra resources for alternative paths,
increased bitstream size scaling linearly with the number of alternative per net, and increased loading
time. Rubin et al. showed orders of magnitude yield improvement with only 20% extra channels
above the minimum, which is a common, low stress routing case easily achieved with the over-
provisioning of interconnect in modern FPGAs. Bitstream size was shown to be 2–50× larger
depending on the number of alternatives, with load times taking 2–100× longer depending on the
configuration architecture. For many FPGA customers bitstream size and configuration time are of
minimal importance.
While Rubin et al. demonstrated results for defect tolerance, the basic technique of testing
precomputed alternatives embedded in the bitstream can also be used to perform delay-aware routing
for variation. As noted above, by including timing requirements and substituting a timing test for
the correctness test, alternatives can be used to identify and replace slow paths on a fabricated
component. Instead of having complete knowledge of all resource delays to route a net, CYA can
instead obtain the aggregate delay of resources on a path. Then, CYA can select the fastest path
among a set of possible paths. Additionally, the CYA loading stage could be performed across a range
of voltages, detecting and avoiding defects and slow paths at low voltages, in order to determine the
minimum-energy configuration. However, because CYA relies on local substitutions and not global
routing information, we expect the results from using CYA for variation to be of lower quality than
those obtained by full knowledge delay-aware routing.
6.3 Impact of Delay Precision
The solutions outlined for component-specific measurement (timing extraction) and component-
specific mapping (CYA) raise questions about how the benefits of using full knowledge delay-aware
routing scale to more practical solutions. The delay-aware router presented in this work assumed
complete knowledge of all primitive circuit delays (i.e., inverters, muxes, LUTs) and full double
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Figure 6.7: Delay vs Vdd of delay-aware router for different measurement precisions (des, 22 nm LP)
floating point precision for every delay. However, both timing extraction and the delay tests in CYA
are limited in the precision at which delays can be measured. This section will examine the impact
of delay precision on the energy benefits of delay-aware routing.
6.3.1 Limited Measurement Precision Mapping
We saw that the path delay measurement scheme in Figure 6.3 has a maximum precision of 2ps (for
the particular 90 nm component used). It is likely that timing extraction will produce delays with
precisions on the order of picoseconds; it is possible that this limit on measurement precision will
have an impact on the delay and energy benefits of component-specific routing.
Figure 6.7 plots parametric delay as a function of Vdd for various measurement precisions, ranging
from 10s of picoseconds to microseconds, for the des benchmark at 22 nm using optimized sizing
and sparing. Measurement precision limits are applied to segment delays, which are assumed to be
the atomic unit of measurement. We also include a special case where only defects are measured; all
other delays are assumed to be nominal by the router. The maximum precision plotted is 100 ps,
as we found that 100 ps was the maximum precision needed to track the full measurement precision
case within 1% error.
We see that as measurement precision is reduced, the routed delay increases. One observation is
that the delay increase depends on both the measurement precision and the voltage. For example,
at 500 mV, 1 ns of measurement precision increases delay by 40%; however, at 300 mV, 1 ns of
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Figure 6.9: Energy/operation vs Vdd of delay-aware router for different measurement precisions (des,
22 nm LP)
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measurement precision yields a delay identical to the full precision case. This is because segment
delays at 500 mV are much faster (on the order of 10s of nanoseconds) and measurement errors have
a more significant effect than at 300 mV where segments are much slower (100s of nanoseconds). At
low voltages high precision measurements are of less importance because of slow delays. We see that
the defect-only case is roughly equivalent to a measurement precision of 1µs. Figure 6.8 plots the
delay ratio of the defect-only route to full precision routing. In the worst case (300 mV) we see that
defect-only routing is approximately 4.5× slower than 100 ps–10 ns precision equivalent routing.
Figure 6.9 plots energy vs Vdd for each measurement precision case. At large Vdd we see that
energy is identical for all cases: at high Vdd delay and hence leakage energy have no impact on total
energy/operation. As we reduce Vdd, we see that reduced measurement precision increases energy/-
operation. Again we see that 100 ps–10 ns at low voltages is equivalent to the full precision case, with
minimum energy/operation achieved at 250 mV. As limited measurement precision increases delay,
we see the energy/operation curves begin to turn around due to the increase in leakage energy/op-
eration. For the defect-only and 1µs cases, the 4.5× increase in delay and leakage energy/operation
shifts the energy minimum up to 300 mV. The overall energy cost of performing defect-only routing
is 30% relative to the 100 ps–10 ns measurement precision case. In Chapter 5 we demonstrated
that full precision delay-aware routing can reduce energy with respect to delay-oblivious routing by
2.66×; with defect-only routing these savings fall to 2.04×.
While these results do quantify the impact of measurement precision, they do not explore the
impact of actually using a technique such as CYA routing for variation. Because CYA uses local
instead of global routing information and hence produces lower quality routes than a full CAD
routing step, we expect CYA routed designs to have both higher delay and energy than full knowledge
designs. However, the results presented here are a hard bound: CYA routing will perform no worse
than our defect-only case. With the addition of even moderately accurate delay tests, it is possible
that CYA will approach the full benefits of full knowledge delay-aware routing.
6.3.2 Limited Storage Precision Mapping
If component-specific mapping is to be practically usable on a large scale, it will be necessary to
implement techniques such as CYA where a single routing step is used to produce a bitstream that
can be customized per chip. However, it may be possible to run full routing on a component-specific
basis on a small scale. Several FPGA vendors manufacture very low volume, high cost, highly
specialized FPGAs for domain-specific applications [5]. Customers of such parts may be willing
to dedicate CAD resource to individual chips if the benefit of component-specific mapping is great
enough.
In these cases, measurement time and mapping time may not be the primary concern. However,
storing the entire delay and defect map for a high density FPGA may be infeasible—for a component
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Figure 6.10: Delay vs Vdd of delay-aware router for different storage precisions (des, 22 nm LP)
with billions of resources, a complete delay map may require tens of gigabytes of RAM allocated to
the processor performing delay-aware routing. However, it may not be necessary to store delays in
the delay map at their full numerical precision, which could significantly cut memory requirements.
This section will briefly examine the impact of reduced storage precision on the benefits of delay-
aware routing.
Given a fixed number of n storage bits allowed per segment delay, we use a simple, linear
binning scheme to break the range of delays into 2n bins. We then assign segment delays into their
appropriate bins, and set their actual delay as seen by the router as the max delay of the bin.
Figure 6.10 plots parametric delay as a function of Vdd for the 2-bit, 4-bit, 8-bit, and full 64-bit
precision cases for the des benchmark at 22 nm using optimized sizing and sparing. We see that
8-bits of precision using our very simple linear binning method provides results identical to the full
storage precision case. If less than 8-bits of precision are used, routed delay will increase. However,
even with only 2-bits of precision (4 total bins), we can achieve within a factor of 2× the full precision
delay in the worst case at 200 mV.
Figure 6.11 similarly plots energy vs Vdd results for each storage precision case. Again, we
see that 8-bits of storage precision is equivalent to the full precision case. When comparing the
minimum-energy points, we actually note that 4-bits of precision achieves within 2% of the full
precision minimum energy at 250 mV. The worst case of 2-bits of precision has an energy overhead
of an additional 26%.
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Figure 6.11: Energy/operation vs Vdd of delay-aware router for different storage precisions (des, 22
nm LP)
In conclusion, we find that measurement and storage precision can have a significant impact
on both the delay and energy of component-specific routing. However, very high measurement
and storage precisions are not needed to perform delay-aware routing. We find that 100 ps of
measurement precision and 8-bits of storage precision produce results identical to the full precision
cases. Additionally, we find that using a defect-aware router only incurs a 30% energy overhead with
respect the fully delay-aware router.
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Chapter 7
Sensitivity
Thus far we have demonstrated the benefits of component-specific mapping, explored several op-
timizations, and examined how these benefits might scale with a more practical implementation.
In this chapter we will further explore how the benefits of component-specific mapping change un-
der design and technological assumptions. Specifically, we will see how sensitive our results are
to circuit pipeline depth, circuit size, the magnitude of Vth variation, and feature size. We will
quantify the energy margins of delay-oblivious mapping, and the corresponding energy savings of
component-specific mapping, across all benchmarks and feature sizes.
7.1 Pipeline Depth
In this work we have examined results from mapping the Toronto20 benchmark set [17], the standard
benchmark set for academic FPGA research. Unfortunately, from Table 4.1 we can see that these
benchmarks are very small by modern standards, using only 4,624 LUTs in the largest case. Mod-
ern FPGAs have hundreds of thousands of LUTs; for example, the largest Xilinx Virtex-6 contains
760,000 LUTs. Additionally, we note that half of the Toronto20 benchmarks use completely com-
binational logic. Modern FPGA designs are typically heavily pipelined to achieve high throughput;
therefore, our benchmark set is not fully representative of large, high performance modern designs.
However, at the time of the development of this work, no modern benchmark set with large
pipelined circuits that easily maps to VPR was publicly available. Additionally, VPR is known to
have significant problems placing highly pipelined circuits; without significant modifications to the
placement engine, pipelined circuits can have post-routing delays that are more than 40% above
their actual delays [38]. Therefore, to simulate some of the effects of large, pipelined circuits, we
create a simple, parameterized, hand-placed multiplier benchmark circuit where we can vary both
the circuit size and the pipeline depth.
Figure 7.1 shows our multiplier design. The design is a simple array multiplier where every single
signal exits a register, traverses a single segment, and then enters another register, guaranteeing a
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Figure 7.1: Fully pipelined 4× FPGA multiplier
pipeline stage delay of only one LUT + segment. The circuit can be scaled up in size by powers of
4, and register pipeline stages can removed arbitrarily to vary the pipeline depth. This section will
examine the impact of pipeline depth while the next section will vary the size of the multiplier.
We expect that longer pipeline stages (more segments and LUT delays between registers) will
experience more path length averaging, meaning that delay variation will be reduced. Hence, both
the delay margins induced by variation (and the corresponding reduction those margins by delay-
aware routing) will be relatively small. With short pipeline stages (fewer segments and LUT delays
between registers) we expect to see much more delay variation. Additionally, since every net in
the multiplier is critical, it will be extremely difficult for the delay-oblivious router to minimize the
delay of every routed path simultaneously. The delay-aware router will also encounter difficultly
minimizing delay—without a large amount of extra resources, it will be impossible for the delay-
aware router to make all paths the same delay as in the nominal case. However, we expect the
delay-aware router to significantly outperform the delay-oblivious router.
Figure 7.2 plots the delay of a 16-bit multiplier as a function of pipeline stage length at 22 nm.
We plot delays with Vdd fixed at 600 mV for simplicity. We see that as we increase pipelining, the
delay of the nominal multiplier decreases by an order of magnitude as expected. The delay-aware
router is nearly able to track the nominal, no variation delays, eliminating delay margins induced by
variation. However, we see as pipeline stage length scales down, the ability of delay-aware router to
reduce delay margins decreases. The delay-oblivious router produces routes that are substantially
slower than both other routers.
Figure 7.3 plots the delay margins (ratio to nominal delay) for both the delay-oblivious and delay-
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Figure 7.2: Delay vs pipeline stage length (mult16, 22 nm LP, Vdd = 600mV)
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Figure 7.4: Delay ratio of delay-oblivious/delay-aware routing vs pipeline stage length (mult16, 22
nm LP, Vdd = 600mV)
aware routers. We see that as pipeline stage lengths decrease, the delay margins of delay-oblivious
routing grows substantially, from 1.4×−3.7× when moving from the fully combinational case to the
fully pipelined case. As expected, delay-oblivious routing struggles to reduce the critical path delay
when faced with all near-critical paths with large delay variance. The delay-aware router, however,
is able to handle the pipelined case fairly well, incurring a 60% delay margin. Figure 7.4 plots the
ratio of delay-oblivious to delay-aware routing. We see that for a fully combinational multiplier
under variation, delay-aware routing is able to route 1.3× faster than the delay-oblivious router; for
the fully pipelined case the delay improvement is 2.3×. Therefore, pipelining increases the delay
savings of delay-aware routing by 1.76×.
When considering minimum energy, for the nominal, no variation case we expect more heavily
pipelined multipliers to dissipate less energy. As the length of an operation decreases, the amount of
leakage energy/operation decreases, lowering the minimum-energy point. The delay-oblivious router,
however, produces significantly slower routes relative to nominal with more pipelining. Therefore,
we expect the energy of the delay-oblivious router to increase relative to the nominal router. We
note that the delay and leakage increase will be even greater than we have seen in Figure 7.3, as the
minimum energy for each pipelined multiplier case will be below 600mV.
Figure 7.5 plots minimum energy/operation as a function of pipeline stage length for the 16-bit
multiplier. We see that as we increase pipelining, the energy/operation of the nominal multiplier
decreases. The energy/operation of the delay-oblivious router, however, remains relatively con-
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Figure 7.5: Minimum energy/operation vs pipeline stage length (mult16, 22 nm LP)
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Figure 7.6: Minimum energy/operation ratio to nominal vs pipeline stage length (mult16, 22 nm
LP)
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Figure 7.7: Minimum energy/operation ratio of energy-oblivious/energy-aware routing vs pipeline
stage length (mult16, 22 nm LP)
stant. At low Vdd the delay-oblivious router produces routes with enough delay overhead at short
pipeline stage lengths that leakage energy/operation remains relatively constant at minimum energy.
This implies that, because of variation, we see no minimum energy/operation benefit to increasing
pipelining.
The delay-aware router is able to restore these energy/operation benefits of pipelining by routing
faster relatively to the delay-oblivious case with shorter pipeline lengths. Figure 7.6 plots the
minimum energy/operation ratio to nominal of both routers. In the unpipelined case, the energy
margin due to variation is 3.4×; this margin increases to nearly 9× for the fully pipelined multiplier.
The delay-aware router is able to maintain margins between 1.9−3.1×. Figure 7.7 plots the minimum
energy/operation ratio of delay-oblivious to delay-aware routing. We see that the energy savings of
delay-aware routing increase as we increase pipelining, from approximately 1.8− 2.8×. This means
that moving from a combinational circuit to a fully pipelined circuit improves the benefit of delay-
aware routing by 1.55×. Hence, we expect to see even better results for more heavily pipelined
benchmarks because the ability of delay-aware routing to substantially reduce delay (and therefore
energy) margins.
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Table 7.1: Multiplier benchmark characteristics
Benchmark CLBs LUTs Min Chan Nets Crit Path Registered
Width Segments
mult4 8× 8 256 8 101 1 Yes
mult16 32× 32 4096 10 1771 1 Yes
mult64 128× 128 65536 12 29091 1 Yes
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Figure 7.8: Delay vs multiplier size (22 nm LP, Vdd = 600mV)
7.2 Circuit Size
In addition to pipeline depth, we can also vary the size of our multiplier to measure how the delay
and energy savings of delay-aware routing scale as a function of circuit size. Table 7.1 lists the
circuit characteristics of the three multipliers we examined: 4× 4, 16× 16, and 64× 64. The 64× 64
multiplier is over an order of magnitude larger than the largest Toronto20 circuit. We use the fully
pipelined case for each of these designs.
Larger circuits have many more switches, which means that we sample farther out on the Vth
distribution when assigning threshold voltages to transistors. This means larger delay variance,
which should increase the delay margins of delay-oblivious routing. The 16-bit multiplier contained
1771 critical nets; for the 64-bit multiplier we see 29091 critical nets. This increase in delay should
also manifest as an increase in the minimum energy/operation margins, as we saw in the previous
section.
Figure 7.8 plots delay as a function of multiplier size at 22 nm, again with Vdd fixed at 600 mV.
Although our multiplier is fully pipelined, we see that as we increase circuit size the delay of the
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Figure 7.9: Delay ratio of delay-oblivious/delay-aware routing vs multiplier size (22 nm LP, Vdd =
600mV)
nominal, no variation multiplier, delay increases very slightly. This is due to the minimum channel
width router assigning slightly larger channels widths for the larger multipliers, which increases wire
length. Examining the delay-oblivious router, we see that the delay margins induced by variation
increase as we scale up circuit size. Delay-aware routing is able to reduce those margins; Figure 7.9
plots the ratio of delay-oblivious to delay-aware routing. We see that moving from a 4-bit to 64-bit
multiplier, the delay improvement of delay-aware routing increases from approximately 1.1− 3×.
Figure 7.10 plots minimum energy/operation as a function of multiplier size. As we increase the
size of the multiplier by powers of 4 we see that energy also increases exponentially. To determine
the energy savings of delay-aware routing, Figure 7.11 plots the minimum energy/operation ratio
of delay-oblivious to delay-aware routing. As in the previous section, we see an energy savings of
2.8× for the fully pipelined 16-bit multiplier. For the smaller, 4-bit multiplier we only see an energy
savings of 1.6×, while for the larger 64-bit multiplier we see an improvement of 3.2×. Therefore, in
addition to seeing better results for increased pipelining, we also expect to see increased minimum
energy/operation savings as we move to larger benchmarks.
7.3 Vth Variation
The PTM models predict 3σVth as shown in Table 3.1. These values of σ are calculated using the
Avt method described in Section 3.1.2. While the Avt method is quite accurate and typically used
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Figure 7.10: Minimum energy/operation vs multiplier size (22 nm LP)
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Year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
Feature Size (nm) 27 24 21 18.9 16.9 15 13.4 11.9 10.6
ITRS 3σVth/σVth Variation (%) 58 81 81 81 81 112 112 112 112
PTM 3σVth/σVth Variation (%) - - 35 - - 42 - 50 -
Table 7.2: ITRS predicted Vth variation (Tables PIDS2 and DESN9 in [3])
in industry, it is still only a predictive technique. Another commonly used way of predicting Vth
variation is to cite the 3σVth/µVth values predicted by the ITRS [3]. The ITRS uses MASTAR [1]
to generate technology predictions; in general, the Vth variation values in the ITRS considered to
be pessimistically high. Table 7.2 shows the Vth variation predicted by the ITRS as a function of
feature size, obtained by ITRS Tables PIDS2 and DESN9. We can see that the magnitude of Vth
variation predicted by the ITRS is indeed high; for example, the ITRS predicts 3σ/µ variation at
22 nm to be 81%, which is approximately 2.3× larger than the PTM predictions.
Because predictions of Vth can vary, it is useful to examine the sensitivity of the energy savings
of component-specific to the magnitude of Vth variation for a fixed feature size. Figure 7.1 plots
the ratio of the minimum energy of delay-oblivious and delay-aware to nominal as a function of Vth
variation for des at 22 nm. The plot is marked at values of σVth predicted by the PTM and ITRS
for 22 nm. At low σVth the energy overhead of component-specific mapping is relatively small; at
σVth = 10mV the ratio of delay-oblivious to nominal is only 1.6×. Component-specific mapping is
able to close the gap to 1.2×, for an energy savings of 1.33×. As σVth increases, the energy overhead
of delay-oblivious mapping increases, up to 4.81× at the PTM predicted variation and 9.68× at the
ITRS predicted variation. Delay-aware mapping is able to close this gap at the PTM and ITRS
points, for an energy savings of 2.66× and 2.80× respectively. In general, we see that the energy
benefits of delay-aware mapping increase as the magnitude of Vth variation increases.
7.4 Feature Size
Thus far we have focused on the 22 nm node for consistency and to constrain our parameter space
for developing optimizations. To analyze how our results scale with respect to feature size, we
plot minimum energy/operation as a function of technology in Figure 7.13 for the nominal, no
variation case and both the delay-oblivious and delay-aware cases. As technology scales we expect
nominal energy/operation to decrease due to reduced capacitance; however, Vth variation increases
substantially (Table 3.1) and will induce energy margins. When examining the no variation case,
we see energy/operation does decrease with each technology generation, as expected. We also see
substantial energy margins in the delay-oblivious case, up to 8.44× in the worst case at 12 nm.
Delay-aware mapping is able to reduce this energy margins across all technologies, with a reduction
of 2.98× in the best case at 12 nm.
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Figure 7.12: Minimum energy/operation ratio to nominal vs Vth sigma (des, 22 nm LP)
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Table 7.3: Minimum energy/operation variation-induced margins and component-specific mapping
benefits
Design Margin (Oblivious/Nominal) Benefit (Oblivious/Knowledge)
45nm 32nm 22nm 16nm 12nm 45nm 32nm 22nm 16nm 12nm
alu4 2.42 3.24 4.25 5.23 7.45 1.95 2.59 2.43 2.27 2.78
apex2 2.34 3.20 3.84 5.88 7.05 2.09 2.32 2.33 2.79 2.36
apex4 2.85 3.10 4.76 6.22 8.57 1.54 2.11 2.52 2.96 2.74
bigkey 1.93 2.94 3.88 4.99 8.89 1.58 2.45 2.64 2.67 2.63
clma 1.84 2.81 4.65 5.78 8.68 1.37 2.23 2.64 2.90 3.47
des 2.45 3.12 4.42 5.49 8.44 1.90 2.33 2.54 2.70 2.98
diffeq 1.82 3.45 4.55 5.87 7.29 1.73 3.03 2.68 2.64 2.62
dsip 2.45 3.51 4.40 5.70 6.99 1.88 2.42 2.84 2.84 2.55
elliptic 2.23 3.68 4.39 5.71 8.24 1.54 2.20 3.16 3.02 3.05
ex1010 2.46 2.90 3.90 4.88 8.65 1.68 1.97 2.23 2.57 3.04
ex5p 2.40 3.25 4.12 5.32 8.68 1.86 1.99 2.62 2.61 2.90
frisc 2.37 3.29 4.23 5.55 9.02 1.68 2.35 2.53 2.66 3.00
misex3 2.47 3.10 4.33 5.34 9.12 1.65 2.31 2.61 2.54 3.59
pdc 1.94 2.45 4.21 5.45 8.87 1.72 1.86 2.63 2.81 3.10
s298 1.55 3.15 4.77 5.68 8.55 1.26 2.28 3.08 3.17 3.53
s38417 1.58 3.55 4.54 5.38 8.42 1.39 2.75 2.52 2.54 2.86
s38584.1 1.58 3.22 4.87 6.23 8.98 1.26 2.48 2.88 3.19 3.25
seq 2.14 2.84 3.99 5.69 8.67 1.89 1.81 2.35 2.66 2.79
spla 2.56 2.90 4.22 5.99 7.94 1.77 1.86 2.54 2.58 2.65
tseng 2.65 3.01 4.00 6.01 8.88 2.17 2.08 2.22 3.25 3.46
Geomean 2.17 3.12 4.31 5.61 8.34 1.68 2.25 2.59 2.76 2.95
This energy margins induced by variation are large enough that we can see it no longer beneficial
in terms of minimum energy to scale from 16 nm to 12 nm: the delay-oblivious case shows a net
increase in energy when scaling from 16 nm to 12 nm. Here, the energy savings from scaling down to
a smaller feature size is lost due to the energy overhead of variation. This corresponds to the result
from [20] that demonstrated a similar trends for ASICs, and a similar turning point at 32 nm. When
examining delay-aware mapping, we see energy/operation decrease across the range of 45 nm–12 nm.
This means that component-specific mapping is effectively able to allow technology scaling to continue
delivering reductions in minimum operating energy for at least one more technology generation.
Table 7.3 compiles our results for delay-aware and delay-oblivious mapping across all the Toronto20
benchmarks and PTM feature sizes. We tabulate the energy margin induced by variation (delay-
oblivious/nominal energy/operation) and the energy savings achieved by component-specific map-
ping. Across all benchmarks and technologies, we observe minimum energy/operation savings of
1.68–2.95×.
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Chapter 8
Future Work
This work is not a complete solution to component-specific mapping as it does not solve the is-
sues surrounding measurement and the one-mapping-fits-all model for current FPGA development.
Therefore, the most pressing future work would be to advance the partial solutions described in
Chapter 6.
However, there are a number of possible improvements that could be made towards the goal of
demonstrating the potential benefits of component-specific mapping:
Improved circuit modeling: Chapter 3 described in detail the circuits simulated for this work
and the methodology used for developing accurate and fast delay and energy estimates for academic
FPGA CAD tools. These models could be expanded to include a number of improvements.
Input slew rates have non-negligible impact on gate delay, developing a simulation model that
accounts for slew rate would make our results more accurate. This would also involve modifying the
timing analysis routines of VPR to account for prior gate delays when calculating the delay through
a given gate.
Improved circuits: Only particular implementations of the FPGA circuit primitives were ex-
plored in this work. There are a number of possible circuit implementation of LUTs, multiplexers
and switches. Some other circuit topologies have been explored in [64]. A thorough exploration of
these other possible switch implementations may yield a design with lower total energy dissipation.
Correct modeling of these switch types would require more extensive modifications to VPR.
Improved architecture modeling: There are several other additional sources of potentially
significant energy dissipation on modern FPGA architectures that are not modeled in this work:
I/O drivers, embedded DSPs, and embedded memories.
While none of these block are likely to contribute nearly as much energy as FPGA interconnect,
because they are hard, non-reconfigurable blocks, in order to maintain high-yield they may need
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to be sized up, which would increase their energy dissipation proportionately. Memories have well
developed techniques for defect tolerance such as ECC and sparing [126]. However, it may be useful
to examine ways to use coarse-grained sparing for other blocks to help tolerate some amount of
failure. Another possibility is to explore making these block partially reconfigurable for the sole
purpose of increased reliability.
Additional benchmarks: This work only examined a hand mapped multiplier and the Toronto20
benchmark set, which is almost 15 years old [17]. We see in Table 4.1 that these benchmarks are
very small and mostly purely combinational. Very recently the FPGA community has compiled
a set of modern benchmarks [96]. These benchmarks are significantly larger and more pipelined
than the Toronto20. Section 7.1 and 7.2 attempted to scale our simple, pipelined multiplier up to
demonstrate the potential increased energy savings from using component-specific mapping on large,
pipelined circuits. Verifying these results for real circuits would prove useful.
Fully component-specific CAD flow: This work only examined random sources of variation.
While these sources are anticipated to be the most dominant future sources of variation, regional
and global variation are still significant. Future work would include modeling all possible sources
of variation. To combat regional variation, component-specific placement and clustering may be
essential. A complete delay-aware CAD flow would be able to demonstrate the full potential of
component-specific mapping to tolerate variation.
Benchmark analysis: Section 7.2 showed a correlation between circuit size and pipeline depth
and the energy savings from component-specific mapping. There are a number of other ways to
quantify the structure of benchmarks, and it may prove that other benchmark metrics correlate
strongly to increased benefits from component-specific mapping. For example, near-critical paths
are important under variation because there is a probability that they will become critical. The larger
the number of near-critical paths, the less likely that oblivious routing will find an adequate solution.
However, given enough routing flexibility component-specific routing should be able to compensate
for those near-critical paths that become critical. It may be useful to determine the correlation
between number of near-critical paths in a benchmark using techniques such as SSTA to component-
specific routing benefits. Ideally, one would be able to perform a simple set of circuit analyses on
the structure of a given benchmark to predict the energy reduction possible from component-specific
mapping.
Additional technologies: At the onset of this work, commercial FPGA feature sizes were at 90
nm. By the time this work was completed, 28 nm FPGAs are nearing production. The range of
technologies examined in this work (45 nm, 32 nm, 22 nm, 16 nm, 12 nm) is no longer completely
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Ratio (FPGA/ASIC)
Metric Logic-Only Logic, DSP Logic, Memory Logic, Memory, DSP
Area 35 25 33 18
Delay 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.0
Dynamic Power 14 12 14 7.1
Table 8.1: FPGA/ASIC gap [59]
predictive—only three nodes project into the future. It would be beneficial to quantify the benefits
of component-specific mapping for more technology nodes into the future. In particular we would
like to see if component-specific mapping is still able to maintain a net minimum energy/operation
reduction under variation for the next technology node after 12 nm.
Additionally, there are a number of significant process changes that are on the horizon for FPGAs.
FinFET transistors are currently in production for commercial microprocessors [52] and will likely
be used for FPGAs. Other technologies such as fully depleted SOI [37] and CNTFETs [121] are also
candidate technologies for FPGAs. The PTM group has begun to develop predictive models for some
of these technologies that could be used for additional component-specific mapping experiments [108].
Component-specific mapped FPGA vs ASIC comparison: This work compared a component-
specific mapped FPGA to an oblivious mapped FPGA. A more interesting comparison may be to
compare the component-specific mapped FPGA to an ASIC, to demonstrate how close an FPGA
can come to an ASIC in terms of minimum energy/operation under variation.
Kuon and Rose [59] began to quantify the FPGA/ASIC power gap by synthesizing a set of
benchmark circuits for both a 90 nm FPGA and a 90 nm ASIC process using a standard, commercial
EDA flow without any specific power optimizations. They compared area, delay and dynamic power
of the ASIC to that of the FPGA in several different configurations: logic-only and logic with
different combinations of modern embedded structures (memory and DSPs). Table 8.1 summarizes
their results, showing that on average a logic only FPGA without any optimizations utilizes 14× the
dynamic power of a process equivalent ASIC. With non-configurable embedded memories and DSPs
this gap decreases to 7×. Embedded elements do not contain programmable interconnect, saving
capacitance and hence dynamic power. When comparing static power, they found that the gap is
roughly correlated (correlation coefficient of 0.8) to the area overhead of 18–32×, with embedded
blocks again reducing power overhead.
These results, however, were generated without quantifying the impact of variation. It may be
possible in future technologies that the energy margin induced by variation may be so large in ASICs
that FPGAs using component-specific mapping can close this energy gap.
Recreating the Kuon and Rose experiments using industrial CAD flows but with modeling vari-
ation and low Vdd operation would prove to be very challenging. It may however be possible to
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perform some simple estimations and limit studies to develop an ASIC power model.
The dynamic energy overhead of FPGAs lies in the programmable interconnect. This intercon-
nect adds switched capacitance from drivers, and increases area which increases wire lengths. Signals
in ASICs do not need to traverse several switches to reach their destination, and will travel shorter
wire lengths. The reduction in switched capacitance is the main difference between the dynamic
energy of our delay-oblivious case from a real ASIC; however, because ASIC paths do not travel
through several switches, they will experience far less path length averaging than FPGAs. Therefore,
we expect an ASIC to perform much more similarly to our fully pipelined multiplier circuit than the
Toronto20 benchmarks.
We saw that in the best case at 12 nm component-specific mapping can save approximately 3×
energy; we also saw that pipelining typically increases energy savings by 1.5× because of the delay
increase of delay-oblivious mapping. Therefore, if we can save 4.5× minimum energy/operation,
we may be able to close the FPGA/ASIC gap (assuming no embedded blocks) from 14× down to
3.1×. If we assume some sort of embedded blocks that allow variation hardening, but maintain the
same energy ratio that Kuon and Rose measured, the 7.1× gap may be reduced to 1.5×. An energy
overhead of only 50% from using an FPGA would be very significant.
One simple study that might help to validate these estimates would be to use our existing FPGA
infrastructure, but to change the delay and energy cost of interconnect. For example, we could
assume that switches cost nothing in terms of delay and energy, and we could scale down wire
lengths proportional to the area ratios estimated by Kuon and Rose. To model logic, we could
perform technology mapping targeted to 2-input NAND gates instead of LUTs. We would then
need to simply develop a composable device model for NAND gates to develop delay and energy
estimates. These two relatively simple modifications may be enough to provide a rough idea on how
the energy of an ASIC might compare to an FPGA under variation, and by how much an FPGA
with component-specific mapping would be able to close the energy gap.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
In this thesis we have quantified the benefits of post-fabrication, component-specific mapping for
FPGAs targeting low-energy operation under variation. We have measured the impact of variation
at low Vdd, demonstrating that the energy margins induced by variation are substantial (2.17–8.34×
from 45 nm–12 nm). These margins are large enough that continued scaling to 12 nm does not
result in a net reduction in energy. We have shown that component-specific mapping can reduce
these energy margins significantly, saving 1.68–2.95× across all benchmarks and technologies. This
means we can continue minimum-energy scaling to 12 nm and possibly beyond.
To obtain these results, we developed accurate FPGA circuit and CAD models using HSPICE and
VPR. We then extensively explored the FPGA architectural design space to determine circuit and
architectural optimizations that enhance the benefits of component-specific mapping. We showed
that power gating, gate sizing, interconnect sparing, and LUT remapping optimizations increase the
energy savings of component-specific mapping by 1.54×. We propose an architecture that uses small
4× 4 clusters, minimum length segments, 2× sized switches, 4 extra CLB I/O pins, and mixed 2×
and 8× sized LUTs, to maximize the benefits of component-specific mapping.
We highlight some of the key lessons of this thesis as follows:
• Accurate circuit and CAD models are important: When characterizing the energy and
performance of an FPGA over a very wide range of Vdd and Vth, it is critical to use accurate
circuit models. Without accurate device models, predictions of delay and energy at low voltages
can contain substantial errors (potentially orders of magnitude) than can accumulate. Without
timing-targeted routing, stable routed results are difficult to obtain given Vth variation.
• Defects occur at non-negligible rates at low Vdd: While variation does slow devices down,
for our relatively unpipelined benchmarks, path length averaging reduces the delay impact of
variation. However, tolerating switching failures at low Vdd are very important when trying to
minimize energy.
• Defects for active nodes that cannot be overdriven matter: FPGAs consist of several
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circuit primitives (i.e., inverters, SRAMs, passgates, muxes) that are each subject to failure.
However, nodes that are inactive (SRAMs) or can be statically overdriven (passgates) can be
specifically hardened. Circuits such as inverters that actively switching are harder to design
for increased reliability.
• Power gating is important for minimizing energy: Because FPGAs have so many un-
used resources, leakage energy/operation is substantial. Extraneous leakage energy/operation
raises the minimum Vdd point, hindering minimum-energy scaling. Power gating is an effective
technique for extending scaling to lower voltages.
• Minimum sized gates are not always energy-optimal under Vth variation: Without
variation, minimum sized gates are always energy-minimal; however, we have shown cases
where minimum sized gates actually dissipate more energy due to decreased reliability and the
required scaling up of Vdd. In some cases larger, more reliable gates enable scaling to lower
voltages.
• FPGAs are vulnerable to CBox defects, while SBox defects can be avoided: When
examining both sizing and sparing, we found it much more important to increase the size and
connectivity of CBox switches. These switches bottleneck signals in and out of CLBs, and
are commonly allocated without a large amount of natural sparing. The flexibility of FPGA
interconnect allows for more defect avoidance with SBox switches.
• Defect-only routing approaches the benefits of delay-aware routing: While delay
information provides high quality, lower energy routes, defect-only routing is adequate in
reducing energy, costing only 30% energy.
• Minimum-energy scaling will end with unchecked Vth variation: Without techniques
like component-specific mapping to deal with variation, it will become more beneficial to use
older feature sizes when designing parts for very low energy.
Component-specific mapping is not a solved problem; actually performing fine-grained measure-
ment and per-chip mapping without excessive CAD costs are key challenges that must be overcome.
Future work will be necessary to make actual, complete component-specific mapping on real parts
a reality. However, we have demonstrated that the energy benefit of overcoming these challenges is
large. Component-specific mapping relies on the very simple fact that it is always better to have
more information about the characteristics of the substrate being mapped. That is, mapping circuits
while ignorant to the specific physical characteristics of a device comes at a cost, in both delay and
energy. Hence, we believe that knowledge is power [14] (or more precisely, energy).
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